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1.  Getting Started 

1.1  About this User Manual 

The User Manual contains all important information about GMG FlowConnect to help you learn about and use 
its basic features. 

It is assumed that you already have a basic understanding of XML and XPath expressions. To set up a GMG 
Connect system on a network, administrator-level knowledge of the network is required. If you want to connect 
an external workflow system, technical in-depth knowledge of the external workflow system is required. If you 
do not only want to use a preconfigured workflow connection provided by GMG Color GmbH & Co. KG, but 
modify such a connection or set up a custom workflow connection, a basic understanding of 
XSLT transformations and basic programming skills are required as well. 

The GMG FlowConnect Help provides a fast and convenient way to look for information. Compared to the 
printed manual, it gives you the advantage of scrolling through the text in a non-linear fashion, picking up all 
the information you need. 

The GMG FlowConnect software is part of an ongoing developmental process. Please understand that the 
provided documentation is not always up to date. The latest information can usually be found in the Help. 

1.2  Information for Software Developers 

The following documentation dedicated to software developers of external workflow systems can be found in 
the subfolder FlowConnectExampleApp of the main program folder (default path C:\Program 
Files\GMG\Connect\FlowConnectExampleApp\).  

 GMG-flowConnect_DevelopersGuide_en: General information on how to program an interface to GMG 
FlowConnect, how to exchange files between applications, and how to update the user interface. 

 FlowConnectExampleApp.exe: This example application helps you getting started with the development of 
an interface to GMG FlowConnect from your own external application. The program simulates how a 
FlowConnect Workflow and a job ticket can be created from an external application, and how the status 
of a submitted job can be tracked. All actions taken by the simulator will be logged. The log entries can 
prove most useful for designing an interface to GMG FlowConnect. 

 FlowConnect_ExampleApplication-TechManual.pdf, FlowConnectExampleApp.chm: Technical 
information, class descriptions. 

1.3  GMG Connect 

1.3.1  Welcome to the GMG Connect System 

Enhanced automation and networking 

Increasing automation in the graphic arts industry is leading to a growing demand for a networked, centrally 
controllable color management solution enabling a cross-platform view of all processes—anyplace, anytime. 
GMG Connect is a fully featured inbound and outbound communication platform for GMG applications. On 
the one hand linking GMG software, such as GMG ColorServer/InkOptimizer and GMG ColorProof, to the 
GMG Connect network, while, on the other hand, enabling the user to easily integrate GMG products into 
external workflow environments. 

With the GMG Connect system, all GMG software products are now able to communicate with each other and 
with their environment. This greatly increases the degree of automation beyond the use of hotfolders. All 
process progress can be monitored not only via the respective program interface, but also from a remote 
location. Proof jobs can be downloaded from the server and current status messages sent back in real time, so 
that all job information is visible and accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week from anywhere in the 
company's intranet. 

GMG Connect provides the missing link, uniting GMG's proofing and color management products to create a 
central, scalable color management workflow solution. With GMG Connect, you can company-wide control 
and use GMG installations. 
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Integration of GMG products into workflow systems 

GMG Connect allows for an easy integration of GMG products into other existing workflow environments, 
enabling a bidirectional data exchange between different workflow components. You can create proof and 
color management jobs from your workflow application and centrally track all process progress in real time. 

1.3.2  GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer 

GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer allows for a seamless integration of GMG ColorServer and/or 
GMG InkOptimizer into 3rd party workflow systems. To provide you with an easy-to-understand example flow, 
the present documentation focuses on GMG ColorServer. The configuration is, however, identical for both 
ColorServer and InkOptimizer.  

 
Fig. 1 Components of GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

The flowchart illustrates the different components of GMG Connect processing a PDF file. 
First, an XML job ticket is created by an external workflow system and dropped into a hotfolder (1). The input 
PDF is also dropped into the same or a separate hotfolder (2), as specified in the job ticket. 
GMG FlowConnect workflows (3) monitor the assigned hotfolders. As soon as a new job ticket is detected, a 
job is created and uploaded to GMG ConnectServer (4). The job settings are defined by a template and the job 
ticket. 
The GMG CP04 Connector downloads the job (5) and forwards it to GMG ColorServer (6). Now the PDF is 
color managed as defined in the template / job ticket. The output PDF is temporarily saved on the computer 
ColorServer is installed on. 
Completing the operating cycle, the output PDF is sent back to the FlowConnect computer via the 
ConnectServer, as indicated by the arrows pointing in the opposite direction. The output PDF is saved to the 
target folder (7) as specified in the job ticket. 
GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer was designed to fit many different needs. Therefore, it is 
completely up to you and your requirements whether to install all components on the same computer or run 
GMG FlowConnect and GMG ColorServer on two different computers, as shown in the illustration (8). The only 
prerequisite is that GMG CP04 Connector and GMG ColorServer must be run on the same computer. 

1.3.3  Components of the GMG Connect System 

The GMG Connect system comprises the following Connect components, the so-called Connectors. Please refer 
to the documentation of the individual Connectors for further details. 

GMG FlowConnect 

GMG FlowConnect is the main application in the GMG Connect system. GMG FlowConnect creates jobs from 
job tickets and uploads them to GMG ConnectServer. After the files have been processed by a connected 
GMG program or by an external workflow system, GMG FlowConnect automatically downloads the output files 
and saves them to the target location. 
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GMG FlowConnect enables a bidirectional machine-to-machine communication between different workflow 
environments. GMG FlowConnect enhances your level of automation and reduces the need for manual 
intervention. Thus, an error-free communication can be established resulting in a reliable high quality. Offering 
a broad choice of configuration options, you can easily customize your jobs on the basis of XML and XMP data. 

See also: 

• "GMG FlowConnect Program Overview" on page 8 

GMG CP04 Connector 

GMG CP04 Connector provides the link between GMG ConnectServer and GMG software, such as GMG 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer or GMG ColorProof 04. Establishing a bidirectional communication between the 
single software components, GMG CP04 Connector is able to upload and download job information in real 
time. 

See also: 

• "CP04 Connector Program Overview" on page 57 

GMG ColorProof 05 

GMG ColorProof 05 can be directly connected to the GMG Connect network—you just need the GMG 
Connect for ColorProof license. It is not required to install any additional GMG Connect for ColorProof 
component. GMG Connect for ColorProof takes advantage of all the new features that have been added to the 
05 version, including proof standards, direct support of PDF and 1-Bit files, nesting and printer load balancing. 

GMG ConnectServer 

The centerpiece of GMG Connect is GMG ConnectServer, a server application providing a network interface 
for the Connectors. GMG ConnectServer centrally administers all profiles, templates, processing jobs and status 
information. Thus, it constitutes the data storage and control center for all information exchange. 

Running as a background application, GMG ConnectServer can also monitor other Connectors at remote 
locations within the network. In case you have multiple ColorServer/InkOptimizer or ColorProof installations, 
GMG ConnectServer will perform an automatic load balancing for a faster turnaround of data, saving valuable 
time and resources. 

GMG ConnectManager 

GMG ConnectManager is a utility program that monitors all connectors and manages the application data on 
GMG ConnectServer such as Connect templates or color profiles. 

See also: 

• "Monitoring the Job Status in GMG ConnectManager" on page 64 

1.3.4  GMG FlowConnect Program Overview 

With GMG FlowConnect, you can conveniently use, configure, and control GMG color management and 
proofing from an external software system. As all job progress is streamlined in one central place, there is no 
time consuming switching between your main workflow application and GMG software. 

How does this communication work? 

Technically speaking, the external programs submit XML-based job tickets via GMG FlowConnect hotfolders. 
As soon as a GMG FlowConnect workflow detects a job ticket in a hotfolder assigned to this workflow, a job is 
created in GMG Connect. 

Using a bidirectional machine-to-machine communication, GMG FlowConnect delivers a fast feedback, 
sending all desired job information to the external system via customizable XML log files, e-mails, or by running 
scripts.  

You can use any desired XML format—from different sources with different syntax and even XMP image 
metadata—to set up jobs in GMG Connect, allowing for a smooth automation of even highly variable job 
requirements. 
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Many workflow systems configure GMG FlowConnect workflows automatically, without any need for manual 
configuration. If you have a workflow solution that does not support FlowConnect out of the box, you can 
customize the software to suit your requirements. To set up individual workflows, you need to define XSL 
transformations and XML files. GMG FlowConnect makes use of very common and widespread standards such 
as XML, XSLT, and Regular Expressions. If you are familiar with these standards, you will be able to configure 
GMG FlowConnect without much effort. 

 
Fig. 2 Main program window of GMG FlowConnect 

The main GMG FlowConnect window is divided into the four main views Jobs  (see "Jobs" on page 31), History  
(see "History" on page 34), Workflows and System  (see "System" on page 55). The screen shot shows the 
Workflows view. You can switch from one view to another by clicking the appropriate button on the navigation 
panel (1) on the left side of the main program window. 

The Jobs view displays all jobs in progress until they are finished. The finished jobs are moved to the History 
view, where they can be sorted and filtered according to different criteria or just deleted (either manually or 
automatically). 

The Workflows view displays all workflows (2). In the example screen shot, several workflows dedicated to 
different workflow systems are defined. The status of a workflow is displayed in the Status column (3). The 
workflow configuration is saved locally on the computer where GMG FlowConnect is installed. 

The System view provides you with global program settings such as the network settings and system- and error 
log. The menus in the menu bar (4) refer to the view with the same name, for example, the Workflow menu lists 
all commands related to configuring workflows. The toolbar provides quick access to often-needed software 
features such as setting up or starting a workflow. For an introduction of the purpose and features of the views, 
please follow the links. 
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1.4  Installation Guide 

1.4.1  Computer Configuration 

The following system requirements are applicable to GMG FlowConnect, GMG ConnectServer, and GMG 
ConnectManager. 

Please see the separate documentation for further information on the system requirements for GMG programs 
associated with the Connect system such as ColorServer/InkOptimizer. The corresponding Connector, for 
example, GMG CP04 Connector, needs to be installed on the same computer. 

Minimum System Requirements 

The following requirements must be met by all computers connected to the Connect system. 

Computer: Intel® compatible CPU, 2 GHz, 1 GB RAM, 20 GB hard disk drive 

Hardware components: 10 Mbit network connection 

Operating system (32 bit or 64 bit): 

 Windows 7 Professional 

 Windows Vista Business or Ultimate 

 Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3 or later 

Software components: Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher 

User rights: Power User, under Windows Vista: Administrator (Full administrator rights are always required for 
installation.) 

Recommended System 

GMG recommends the program to be run on a computer meeting the following requirements to ensure the 
maximum performance from GMG FlowConnect. 

The following requirements must be met by all computers connected to the Connect system. 

Computer: Intel® Core™ Duo or 2 Quad, 2.4 GHz, 2 x 4 MB Level 2 (L2) cache, 2 GB RAM, 100 GB - 10.000 
U/min hard disk drive with optimized performance configuration (RAID 0 system) 

Hardware components: 1 Gigabit network connection 

Operating system (32 bit or 64 bit): 

 Windows Server 2008 

 Windows Server 2008 R2 

 Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 2 or later. Windows Server 2003, 32 bit version requires also to install 
Hotfix Package KB925336 (file name WindowsServer2003-KB925336-x86-xxx.exe; where xxx is a 
placeholder for the language version of your operating system). The hotfix is available on the Microsoft 
website. 

Software components: Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher 

User rights: Power User, under Windows Vista: Administrator (Full administrator rights are always required for 
installation.) 

1.4.2  Program Installation 

Installing GMG FlowConnect 

Note:  The GMG FlowConnect installer offers an update functionality. You do not need to uninstall an 
existing version before installing the new version. 

Note:  Please check the system requirements before starting the installation. 

Note:  Before installing the software, please make sure you are logged on as administrator with full 
administrator rights. 
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Note:  A temporary license will be installed together with GMG ConnectServer. The program license needs to 
be activated for permanent use. You will need to install all licenses (for all Connect products and features) onto 
the computer where GMG ConnectServer is installed. 

The GMG FlowConnect installer comprises all components you will need on the host or server computer. 
Depending on your setup, you can select the components you will need separately for each computer. For 
example, a standard configuration would be: 

• Install the Connector for the GMG program you want to connect with, for example, GMG CP04 
Connector on the same computer as the GMG program, for example, ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

• Install GMG FlowConnect to a separate computer. 

• If your Connect system uses only the two components, that is, GMG FlowConnect as a source to generate 
jobs and the connected GMG program as a target to process jobs, install GMG ConnectServer on the same 
computer as GMG FlowConnect. The same configuration is recommended if you are using an external 
workflow system and one target program instance you want to connect with. 

• If you want to use multiple instances of GMG FlowConnect (for example, for multiple workflow 
systems) or of the target GMG program (for example, for load balancing), install GMG ConnectServer on a 
separate server accessible to all computers. 

• It is recommended to install the server administration tool GMG ConnectManager on all computers in the 
Connect system, as you will then be able to monitor GMG ConnectServer from any computer in the 
system. 

• Of course, you could also install all components on the same computer and connect to localhost, for 
example, for test purposes. You could also use this configuration for connecting an external workflow 
system, but using two computers (one for the workflow system, one for the GMG program) is 
recommended to minimize the computer load. 

See also: 

• "Software Activation" on page 13 

How to install the new version 

Note:  Make sure no Microsoft system updates are running in the background before starting the setup. This 
could lead to an installation failure. 

Note:  Each GMG program you want to connect with requires a specific Connector program, for example, 
GMG CP04 Connector is required for connecting to the Connect system. However, installing this feature 
requires that the target GMG program, for example, ColorServer/InkOptimizer is already installed on the 
computer. Install the target GMG program first before installing the Connector. Otherwise, the installation will 
be canceled automatically by the installer. 

Note:  Even if the installer appears to be unresponsive, it is still working in the background. Do not cancel the 
installation, end the process, or restart the computer until the installation is finished. 

1. You can install the program directly from the purchased DVD. If you have downloaded the program from 
the GMG website, extract all files from the ZIP archive, and then copy all extracted files into a local 
directory. 
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2. Double-click the executable setup file (FlowConnectSetup._xx.xx.xx.xx.exe; "xx.xx.xx.xx" being a 
placeholder for the current build number). 

 

3. Follow the instructions of the installation assistant. 

4. (Optional) Under Setup Type, you can select the Custom option if you want to distribute the Connect 
components among multiple computers. If you want to install all components, select Complete. 

 

5. (Optional) Deselect all components you do not want to install on the computer. For example, if you want 
to install only GMG FlowConnect, you can deselect all other features. 
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6. Please wait while the installer is running. 
The installer needs to extract the installation package, install the program, and copy all application data to 
the hard disk. These actions may take a while. The installer might appear unresponsive during the 
installation. This is considered to be normal behavior and does not impair the installation success. 

 

7. Restart the computer when you are prompted to do so. 
The installation procedure will be automatically resumed after the restart. 

8. The installation assistant will inform you when the installation is complete. Click the Finish button to exit 
the wizard. 

 

1.4.3  Software Activation 

You will need to activate the product by installing a license file on the computer where GMG ConnectServer is 
installed. A central license management is handled by the server. 

Note:  A temporary license will be installed together with GMG ConnectServer. The program license needs to 
be activated for permanent use. You will need to install all licenses (for all Connect products and features) onto 
the computer where GMG ConnectServer is installed. 

When running the setup, a temporary license will be automatically installed. Please start the activation process 
directly after the software installation, to make sure that your license file will be available when the temporary 
license expires. 

Software activation is the process of physically installing a license file for the software you purchased so that it 
becomes active and ready to use on your computer. The GMG Software Activation tool creates a unique 
Activation Code you will need to send to GMG Color GmbH & Co. KG via e-mail to request a license. In turn, 
you will receive a license file with respect to the activation code. 

Note:  The license file can be issued within 2-3 business days upon receipt of your e-mailed activation code. If 
you have not received an e-mail after this time, please check your firewall and spam filter configuration. 
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The activation code and the license file are valid only for a specific computer. If you want to transfer the 
program to a new computer, please deactivate all licenses on this computer before uninstalling the program. 
You will then need to create a new activation code and request a new license file for the new computer. 

How to generate an activation code 

1. Click GMG Software Activation in the Windows start menu. 
The GMG Software Activation will be started. 

2. Click the Order tab. 

3. Enter the order ID or product name and your name and address. 

4. Click Send or click Copy to copy the Activation Code to the clipboard and paste it into an e-mail directed 
at "license@gmgcolor.com". 

 
You will receive an e-mail with a license file. 

How to activate the product 

1. Click GMG Software Activation in the Windows start menu. 
The GMG Software Activation will be started. 

2. Click the Order tab. 

3. Click the Open button and load the license file. 

 
 All available licenses will be listed, together with the expiration date. 

After activation, the product will be ready to use on your computer. 

How to deactivate the product 

Note:  The deactivation process cannot be undone. After deactivating the license, you will not be able to run 
the program anymore before ordering and installing a new license file as described in the preceding text. 
Entering the password is intended to prevent an unintentional deactivation. 

1. Click GMG Software Activation in the Windows start menu. 
The GMG Software Activation will be started. 

2. Click the Deactivate tab. 

3. Select a license from the list and click Deactivate. 

4. Enter "Confirm Deactivation" as the password for the deactivation. 
A file documenting the deactivation process will be automatically generated by the GMG Software 
Activation tool. 

5. Send an e-mail with the deactivation code and the attached deactivation file directed at 
"license@gmgcolor.com". 

6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 for all licenses you want to deactivate on this computer. 

After deactivation, you can uninstall the program on the old computer, install the program on the new 
computer, and request a new license for the new computer. 
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1.5  First Steps 

1.5.1  Starting the Software 

Note:  Make sure you have activated the software by installing a valid license file and the corresponding 
Windows service is running on all computers in the Connect system. 

Note:  Make sure GMG ConnectServer and all Connectors you want to connect to, for example, 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer, and all services are running on their respective computers in the Connect system. 
Otherwise, GMG FlowConnect might not be able to connect to the system. For further information, please see 
the separate documentation on the program you want to connect to. 

How to start GMG FlowConnect 

• Double-click the GMG FlowConnect program icon on the Windows desktop or click GMG FlowConnect 
on the Windows Start menu. 
The program verifies the license information via the corresponding Windows service and then starts the 
program. 

See also: 

• "Software Activation" on page 13 

• "Services" on page 55 

1.5.2  First Things to Do 

After the first start of the application, the main GMG FlowConnect window is empty. This is because no 
workflows have been configured yet. If you had a previous version installed, your existing workflows printers 
will show up automatically. 

 
Fig. 3 Main program window with empty workflow list after first start. 

Before you can create a workflow, you will need to do the following: 

1. Start all Connectors and the corresponding Windows services on all connected computers. For example, 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer and GMG FlowConnect. 

2. Establish a connection between each Connector and GMG ConnectServer. See chapter "Server 
Connection and GMG ConnectManager" on page 17. 
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3. In GMG CP04 Connector, upload a Connect template and associated application data files such as color 
profiles to GMG ConnectServer. See chapter "Uploading ColorServer/InkOptimizer Hotfolders as 
Templates to ConnectServer" on page 60. 

4. In GMG FlowConnect, you can then import or create a new workflow. See chapter "Creating a New 
FlowConnect Workflow" on page 35. 
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2.  GMG ConnectServer 

2.1  Server Connection and GMG ConnectManager 

Connectors in a Connect system do not talk directly to each other, but communicate via GMG ConnectServer. 

As default, all connectors connect to localhost. You will need to specify the IP address of the computer on 
which GMG ConnectServer is installed in the System settings of all Connectors such as GMG FlowConnect and 
CP04 Connector / ColorProof 05. 

GMG ConnectServer has no application or graphical user interface; it runs as a Windows service in the 
background. 

You can use the server administration tool GMG ConnectManager from any computer in the network to 
manage application data files or monitor the system on the server. 

 
Fig. 4 Connectors connected to GMG ConnectServer. 

GMG ConnectManager shows the settings application data files available on GMG ConnectServer. 
On the Connectors page, you will see all Connectors that are currently connected to the server. 
In the screenshot, you can see that GMG FlowConnect and GMG CP04 Connector, installed on two separate 
computers, are connected to GMG ConnectServer. GMG ConnectManager shows the computer name in the 
network (1), the Connector type (2) and further information available on the Connector (3) such as printers and 
application data files available on the local system. 

See also: 

• "System Settings" on page 55 

2.1.1  Connecting GMG FlowConnect to GMG ConnectServer 

Note:  Make sure the computer on which GMG ConnectServer is installed and the Windows service GMG 
Connect Service are running. 

Note:  Changes to the server connection settings will require a restart of the Windows service GMG 
FlowConnect. 

How to connect GMG FlowConnect to GMG ConnectServer 

1. Start GMG FlowConnect from the Windows Start Menu. 

2. On the navigation panel on the left, click System. 
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3. Under Network Settings, enter the IP address of the computer on which GMG ConnectServer is installed 
as the Server Address and enter the Server Port. 

 

4. Click Apply to confirm the settings. 
A message box will inform you that the Windows service GMG FlowConnect will be restarted. 

 

2.1.2  Using Authentication 

If authentication is used, only users who are member of the Windows User Group "GMGConnectUsers" are 
allowed to connect to GMG ConnectServer. The user name and password defined in the System settings must 
match a User Account on the computer on which GMG ConnectServer is installed. 

Users can be members of Local Users and Groups on the computer where GMG ConnectServer is installed. 
Users and groups can also be managed on a central server in the network. 

Note:  After adding a new user to the group or changing user accounts on a computer, you will need to restart 
the computer. 

If the option Use System Credentials is selected as Authentication Type, the user name and credentials 
currently logged on the computer of the Connector, for example, GMG FlowConnect, will be used to connect 
the Connector to GMG ConnectServer. You can also enter a login independent from the Windows user name, if 
you select the option Use Alternative Credentials. 

The server connection settings are defined in GMG FlowConnect > System view > on the Settings page. 

See also: 

• "System Settings" on page 55 

2.2  ConnectServer System Settings and System Files 

This information applies to GMG ConnectServer and the computer on which the GMG ConnectServer is 
installed. 

All required GMG ConnectServer system settings and system files are automatically created during the 
installation of GMG ConnectServer. Generally, you do not need to worry about these internal program settings. 
However, it might be required to review the settings for troubleshooting. In this case, you can use the admin 
tool ConnectServerAdminTool.exe, which can be found in the main program folder. 

An example of an internal system parameter is the folder path, where all files uploaded to the GMG 
ConnectServer are locally stored on the computer running the GMG ConnectServer service. The default path 
is: C:\ConnectFilePool\. 

Note:  Modifying internal system settings should generally be avoided. If inevitable, the system settings should 
be edited only by advanced users or admins. Incorrectly editing the system settings might render the GMG 
FlowConnect system inoperable. 

2.3  File Management on Connected FlowConnect Computers 

Each GMG FlowConnect instance generates (and updates) lists of all application data available on GMG 
ConnectServer such as templates, control strips, spot color sets, proof standards, color profiles, in the form of 
XML files. The XML files are saved to the FlowConnect Data Folder, which you can define in the System 
Settings > General Settings > FlowConnect Data Folder. 
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2.4  Getting Information on the GMG Connect Environment 

The CapabilityLists.xml contains the folders of different XML lists, which comprise information on the GMG 
Connect environment, e.g. which template or profile is available on the server or which ColorProof instances 
are running. 

CapabilityLists XPath Description 

\CapabilityLists\LastAccessTime Current time and date. GMG FlowConnect updates this value every 5 seconds to indicate it 
is running. 

\CapabilityLists\PathOfTemplateListXml\ Path of the Template List. This list contains all templates available in GMG Connect.  

\CapabilityLists\PathOfColorProofListXml\ Path of the ColorProof List. This list contains all ColorProof or ColorServer installations 
available in GMG Connect. Note: This list also contains ColorProof installations that are 
temporarily offline. 

\CapabilityLists\PathOfProfilesListXml\ Path of the Profiles List. This list contains all templates available in GMG Connect. 

\CapabilityLists\PathOfProofStandardsListXml\ Path of the Proof Standards List. This list contains all Proof Standards available in GMG 
Connect. 

\CapabilityLists\PathOfStripsListXml\ Path of the Control Strips List. This list contains all Control Strips available in GMG 
Connect. 

\CapabilityLists\PathOfSpotColorSetsListXml\ Path of the Spot Color Sets List. This list contains all the Spot Color Sets available in GMG 
Connect. 

\CapabilityLists\PathOfGmgResourcesListXml\ Path of Resources List. This list contains all templates available in GMG Connect. Each 
template points to a list of profiles it can be used with, as well as the ColorProof instance 
that can work with this template. 

\CapabilityLists\PathOfConfigsDirectory\ Path of the Configs folder. A third-party software can save a FlowConnect workflow 
configuration to this folder to create a GMG FlowConnectworkflow. 
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3.  Basic Concepts 
GMG FlowConnect is basically designed as a gateway between external workflow software and GMG software 
allowing for a smooth and automated configuration of different workflows. Responding to growing customer 
demands, GMG developed a unified approach for integrating and customizing different job ticket based 
workflows beyond the use of hotfolders. The flexibility of the program is carried into effect by several basic 
concepts which will be introduced in the next sections. 

We recommend that you read this chapter carefully so that you can take full advantage of the advanced and 
convenient functions of GMG FlowConnect right from the beginning. 

3.1  Services 

The services described in this chapter need to be run in the background for a proper operation of the Connect 
system. The column If stopped in the following tables lists typical problems related to stopped services, for an 
easier identification of what causes the problem. 

Windows services 

Depending on your system configuration, the Windows services need to be run on different computers in your 
system, see the column Connector in the following tables. For example, the GMG FlowConnect Service must 
be run on the same computer as GMG FlowConnect, whereas the Sentinel RMS License Manager service must 
be run on the same computer as GMG ConnectServer. 

If a Windows service has been stopped for any reason, you can manually restart it in the Windows operating 
system. 

Service Description Connector If stopped 

GMG FlowConnect 
Service  

Uploads data to and downloads data from GMG ConnectServer. GMG 
FlowConnect 

Error when starting GMG 
FlowConnect. Other 
Connectors can still connect to 
GMG ConnectServer. 

GMG Connect 
Service  

Runs the GMG ConnectServer and connects all Connectors in the 
system. 

GMG 
ConnectServer 

General server error, 
Connectors cannot connect to 
GMG ConnectServer. 

Sentinel RMS License 
Manager  

Provider of the service: SafeNet, Inc. Manages and validates 
program licenses. Required for running GMG Connect 
components. As other programs (from other providers than 
GMG) might also use Sentinel RMS License Manager service, it is 
not recommended to manually stop the service. 

GMG 
ConnectServer 

General license error, no 
license found. 

How to manually restart a Windows service 

The process and user interface might be slightly different under different operating systems. For further 
information, please refer to the Windows documentation provided by Microsoft. 

1. In the Windows operating system, open the Services window. 

2. Select the service you want to restart, for example, GMG FlowConnect Service. 

3. Click Start the service. 
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GMG services 

You can restart or stop GMG services from the corresponding GMG application, for example, the CP04 
Connector Service from GMG CP04 Connector and the CP05 Connector Service from ColorProof 05. For 
further information, see the documentation provided for the application. 

Service Description Connector If stopped 

CP04 
Connector 
Service  

Uploads data to and downloads data 
from ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

ColorServer/InkOptimizer FlowConnect cannot deliver jobs to 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. FlowConnect can still 
connect to GMG ConnectServer. 

CP05 
Connector 
Service  

Uploads data to and downloads data 
from ColorProof 05. 

ColorProof 05 FlowConnect cannot deliver jobs to ColorProof 05. 
FlowConnect can still connect to GMG ConnectServer. 

3.2  Connect Templates (Job Parameter Defaults) 

Each job created in GMG Connect is based on a Template which contains the default settings for this job. 
ColorProof 04 hotfolders and ColorProof 05 workflows can be uploaded as templates to GMG ConnectServer. 
Similar to a hotfolder/workflow, the template holds all parameters to process a job including color management 
rules, printer, print medium, label information, and so on. 

 Just like there are different types of a hotfolder/workflow, which can be set up for ColorProof and ColorServer, 
there are different types of GMG Connect templates for proofing (ColorProof), for the color management of 
images (GMG ColorServer), and for the color management of PDFs (GMG ColorServer, PDF-to-PDF). 

In contrast to a hotfolder with fixed settings, however, the default job settings from the template can be 
modified individually for each job by using XPath expressions, providing even more flexibility and efficiency to 
enhance your workflows.  

Generally speaking, all jobs generated by a conventional hotfolder/workflow use the same priority, the same 
color profiles, and the same settings for all other job parameters. All jobs based on the same (but dynamic) 
template can use a different priority, color profile, and other parameters for each job. A GMG Connect 
template allows to modify all parameters that need to be changed on a regular basis and that are independent of 
other parameters. 

If you want to change a specific parameter for a specific job rather than using the template default parameter, 
this specific piece of information can be extracted fully automatically from the metadata of the processed image 
or PDF or from the job ticket. For example, you can extract the customer's name from the image metadata and 
transfer it to the comment of the printed job label. Or you can transfer the job priority from the external 
workflow system to the job ticket, so that a job is processed with the same priority throughout the entire 
workflow. 

This is possible for all job parameters that do not influence other job parameters. For example, the printed label 
or the priority of a job is independent from other job parameters. Consequently, you are free to define a 
different label or priority for each job. The Printer Type, as a counter example, does influence the media size, 
the printing resolution, the printer calibration, and other settings. Usually, you only change this parameter when 
buying a new printer. Thus there is good reason to define the printer type globally—in the template. For ease of 
use, you have access only to those parameters which it actually makes sense to define in the metadata / job 
ticket. Parameters such as the printer type can be defined only in the template. 

The parameter source (template, metadata, job ticket) is defined in the GMG FlowConnect workflows. 

Tip:  You can delete connect templates from GMG ConnectServer in GMG ConnectManager > Standards > 
Templates or in GMG CP04 Connector. 

See also: 

• "Template Types" on page 22 

• "Workflows" on page 35 

• "Job Parameters" on page 25 

• "Input Settings" on page 38 

• "Parameter Definitions" on page 22 
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3.2.1  Template Types 

There are four template types in accordance with GMG software and use case. The name in brackets refers to 
the corresponding name as used in the XML template list saved to the FlowConnect data folder. 

Template Type Parameter Value Use 

ColorServer for Images ColorServer  Color management of images (no PDF files). 

ColorServer 4.6 for PDF PDF2PDF Color management of PDF files. 

ColorProof 05 ProofEx  Image processing and proof output in GMG ColorProof 05. 

3.2.2  Parameter Definitions 

Tip:  Instead of referencing color profile names, you can also reference the GUID (as shown in the 
ProfileList.xml). The XML files are saved to the FlowConnect Data Folder, which you can define in the System 
Settings > General Settings > FlowConnect Data Folder. 

General Parameters 

Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

Jobname System.String --- text string 

Priority System.Int32 --- Number (integer) from 1-10 

Autodelete System.Boolean true true, false 

ColorProofConnector IConnector <Connector>861324f5-be5b-4cdd-8f4c-
05c2ed06d19e</Connector> <Connector>855d6aad-1b86-4947-
861a-d03ca9b35642</Connector>  

ColorProof Connector 
NetworkID (GUID from 
ColorProof List) 

 

ColorProof 05 

Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

ProofStandard   ISO Coated v2 (39L) proof standard name from 
ProofStandardList.xml 

Strip System.String MediaWedge(Eye1) text string 

SpotColor   PANTONE® GOE coated spot color set name from 
SpotColorSetList.xml 

MXProfile IProfile ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfileCMYK IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfileRGB IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfileCustom IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfilePrinter IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCRenderingIntentCMYK GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

ICCRenderingIntentRGB GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

ICCRenderingIntentCustom GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

Copies System.Int32 2 integer 

Comment System.String Print this label text string 

SpotColorSetList System.String CalibratedSpotColors_Epson_x880_V1 text string, from SpotColorSetList.xml 

ScalePercentHorizontal System.Single 50 number (integer) from 1 to 100 

ScalePercentVertical System.Single 50 number (integer) from 1 to 100 

Rotate System.Boolean true true, false 
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ColorProof 04 

Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

MXProfile IProfile ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfileCustom IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfilePrinter IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCRenderingIntentCustom GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

Copies System.Int32 2 integer 

Comment System.String Print this label text string 

SpotColorDatabase System.String CalibratedSpotColors_Epson_x880_V1 text string 

Strip System String MediaWedge(Eye1) text string 

ScalePercentHorizontal System.Single 50 number (integer) from 1 to 100 

ScalePercentVertical System.Single 50 number (integer) from 1 to 100 

Rotate System.Boolean true true, false 

ColorServer for Images 

Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

OutputPath System.String C:\ExamplePath\ text string 

MXProfile IProfile ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfileCustom IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCProfilePrinter IProfile ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

CalibrationProfile IProfile CalibrationName.mx3 printer calibration name from ProfileList.xml 

ICCRenderingIntentCustom GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, Perceptual, 
RelativeColorimetric, RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, 
Saturation 

ColorServer for PDF 

Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

CTMXProfileRGB System.String ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

LWMXProfileRGB System.String ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

LWMXProfileCMYK System.String ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

LWICCProfileRGB System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

LWICCProfileCMYK System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

LWOutputICCProfile System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

CTOutputICCProfile System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

LWICCProfileCMYKRenderingIntent GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

LWICCProfileRGBRenderingIntent GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

OverprintHandling GMG.OverprintOptions, 
GMG.Types 

MaintainWithWarning Ignore, IgnoreWithWarning, 
MaintainWithError, MaintainWithWarning 

ProcessGrayscaleImages System.Boolean true true, false 

ProcessBlackElements System.Boolean false true, false 

PatternGradientConversion GMG.PatternGradientConvTypes, 
GMG.Types 

NoProcessing NoProcessing, SameAsCT, SameAsLW 

OutputIntent System.String   text string, read out from input file 

OutputCondition System.String   text string, read out from input file 
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Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

OutputInfo System.String   text string, read out from input file 

OutputPath System.String C:\ExamplePath\ text string, read out from input file 

CTMXProfileCMYK System.String ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

CTICCProfileCMYK System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

CTMXProfileRGB System.String ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

CalibrationProfile System.String CalibrationName.mx3 printer calibration file name from 
ProfileList.xml 

ICCRenderingIntentCMYK GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

ICCRenderingIntentRGB GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, 
Perceptual, RelativeColorimetric, 
RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, Saturation 

ColorServer 4.6 for PDF 

Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

ImageMX_ColorServer System.String CSProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ImageMX_InkOptimizer System.String IOProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ImageMX_Calibration System.String ProfileName.mx4 profile name from ProfileList.xml 

VectorMX_ColorServer System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

VectorMX_InkOptimizer System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

VectorMX_Calibration System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ImageICC_CMYK System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ImageICCRenderingIntent_CMYK GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, Perceptual, 
RelativeColorimetric, RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, 
Saturation 

ImageICC_RGB System.String ProfileName.icc ICC profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ImageICCRenderingIntent_RGB GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, Perceptual, 
RelativeColorimetric, RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, 
Saturation 

ImageICC_Gray System.String ProfileName.icc ICC profile name from ProfileList.xml 

ImageICCRenderingIntent_Gray GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, Perceptual, 
RelativeColorimetric, RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, 
Saturation 

ImageICC_Output System.String ProfileName.icc ICC profile name from ProfileList.xml 

VectorICC_CMYK System.String ProfileName.icc profile name from ProfileList.xml 

VectorICCRenderingIntent_CMYK GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, Perceptual, 
RelativeColorimetric, RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, 
Saturation 

VectorICC_RGB System.String ProfileName.icc ICC profile name from ProfileList.xml 

VectorICCRenderingIntent_RGB GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, Perceptual, 
RelativeColorimetric, RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, 
Saturation 

VectorICC_Gray System.String ProfileName.icc ICC profile name from ProfileList.xml 

VectorICCRenderingIntent_Gray GMG.RenderingIntents, 
GMG.Types 

Perceptual AbsoluteColorimetric, FromProfile, Perceptual, 
RelativeColorimetric, RelativeColorimetricWithBPC, 
Saturation 

VectorICC_Output System.String ProfileName.icc ICC profile name from ProfileList.xml 

PDFxStandard GMG.PDFXStandards, 
GMG.Types 

MaintainWithWarning Ignore, IgnoreWithWarning, MaintainWithError, 
MaintainWithWarning 

ProcessGrayscaleImages System.Boolean true true, false 

ProcessBlackElements System.Boolean false true, false 
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Parameter Name Parameter Type Sample Value Enums/Allowed values 

OutputIntent System.String   text string, read out from input file 

OutputCondition System.String   text string, read out from input file 

OutputInfo System.String   text string, read out from input file 

OutputPath System.String C:\ExamplePath\ text string, read out from input file 

3.2.3  Assigning a Template in GMG FlowConnect 

To each job created in GMG FlowConnect, a template must be assigned. The template can be referenced either 
by its Template Name or Template ID. 

The Template Name can be any string. Per default, the template name is derived from the hotfolder/workflow 
name. You can rename the template in CP04 Connector / ColorProof 05 and in GMG ConnectManager 

The Template ID is a GUID (Globally Unique Identifier), which unambiguously identifies a template in the 
system. 

Referencing the Template ID rather than the Template Name in the job ticket has the advantage that the 
reference is independent of the template name, so that any renaming of the template cannot affect the 
operability of your Connect system. 

There are two possibilities how you can assign a template to a job: 

 In the FlowConnect workflow (Workflow > Job Settings): You can select a template available on GMG 
ConnectServer from the drop-down list (or enter a valid Template Name or Template ID into the edit box). 
The same template is then applied to all jobs created by the workflow. 

 In the job ticket / image metadata (via XPath expression): You can assign the template directly to the job 
ticket or image metadata. In this case, the template is defined by an XPath expression in the FlowConnect 
workflow. By using this method, different templates can be applied to individual jobs. 

List of all templates used by GMG FlowConnect 

Each GMG FlowConnect instance generates (and updates) a list of all GMG Connect templates available on 
GMG ConnectServer in the form of an XML file. 

The TemplateList.xml file is saved in the FlowConnect Data Folder. The file lists the Template Name, Template 
Type, and Template ID of each template. 

3.3  Job Parameters 

Parameters are attributes of a job in ColorProof, ColorServer, or InkOptimizer, which define how the input file 
is going to be processed. Not to complicate matters, every parameter you come across in GMG FlowConnect is 
an equivalent to the parameter in a ColorProof workflow or ColorServer hotfolder. 

3.3.1  Defining Job Parameters 

Instead of using the parameter values defined in the Template, you can also directly define parameter values in 
the job ticket / image metadata. GMG FlowConnect will only make use of those template parameters that have 
not been otherwise defined via job ticket / image metadata. If, for example, the template has a priority value of 
3, you can define a different priority value, maybe of 8, in an individual job ticket, so that this specific job is 
processed with a higher priority. 

Since there are different Template Types, only parameters supported by the respective template type can be 
used. If you define parameters in a job ticket that are not available in the template, these parameters will be 
ignored. 

Let us have a look at the GMG FlowConnect user interface. Generally speaking, you can define job parameters 
in two different ways: 

1. You can directly enter the parameter value (fixed value) into the FlowConnect workflow. You can select a 
parameter value from the drop-down list or type it into the text box. This entails that the value of this 
parameter is the same for all jobs created by this FlowConnect workflow, irrespective of the individual job 
ticket. 
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2. You can define the parameter value in the XML tag content of the job ticket. You enter the XPath 
expression into the FlowConnect workflow, thus defining the location path, where the parameter value 
can be found in the XML structure of the job ticket. This allows you to set up very flexible, job-ticket 
driven workflows. The parameter value is extracted from each job ticket and can thus be different for each 
individual job (though created by the same workflow). 

Variables can be used in both cases. 

3.3.2  Using Fixed Parameter Values 

 
If you opt for fixed values, clear the XPath check box next to the parameter control and directly select or enter a 
value. With fixed values, the parameter value is independent of the job ticket content and will be used for all 
jobs of this workflow. 

Tip:   Using fixed values is especially helpful during the setup and for error diagnostics, as it helps to find out 
the source of the configuration error. It also helps to simplify job tickets and XSL transformations. 

3.3.3  Using XPath Expressions from a Job Ticket or Image Metadata 

 
If you opt for XPath expressions, add a check mark to the XPath check box next to the parameter control and 
specify the location path of the parameter value in the job ticket. 

Resolving XPath location paths 

GMG FlowConnect will try to resolve the specified XPath location in the job ticket. If the location path is not 
available in the job ticket and additional XMP metadata was used, the program will try to find the location path 
in the metadata (after the XSLT has been applied). 

If the specified location path cannot be found at all, FlowConnect will use the value defined in the Connect 
template as a fallback. 

Please have a look at the web site http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath for further information on XPath expressions. 

3.4  System Variables 

Commonly used values can be conveniently entered as system variables. These system variables can be used to 
define or supplement job parameter values (both in fixed values and in XML tag content) or to define report 
settings. 

All system variables begin with a "$" character. Whenever GMG FlowConnect encounters a variable, it 
substitutes the variable with the corresponding variable value. (For information on how to escape the variable 
replacement, see "Escaping Variable Replacement" on page 29.) 

You can combine variables with other variables or with custom strings to refer to or output the desired target 
string. For example, if you want to refer to the file name of the input image file, you can combine the 
corresponding variables as follows: "$ImageName.$ImageSuffix". The variable $ImageName will be substituted 
by the name of the input file (e.g. "SamplePicture") and the variable $ImageSuffix will be substituted by the file 
name extension of the input file (e.g. "tif", resulting in the input file name: "SamplePicture.tif".  

One application example might be to define the name of a log file report based on the image file the report is 
referring to. Using the $ImageName variable, each report will be named after the processed image, making it 
easy to track the reports. 
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Fig. 5 Using a variable to define the log file report name. 

The above screen shot shows a fixed value combining a system variable with custom strings. The fixed value 
defines the Log File Location of a Log File Report in a FlowConnect workflow (Workflow dialog box > Report 
Settings > New Log File Report > Log File Location). 

When entering a fixed value, you can select system variables directly from the drop-down list on the right hand 
side of the edit box. The selected variable will be inserted at the current insertion point (cursor) position. You 
can combine the variable with additional strings such as the folder path or file name extension for the log file, 
as shown in the screen shot.  

If you use an XPath expression derived from the job ticket or image metadata, you can use variables in the 
XML tag content of the job ticket or in the XSLT that transforms the job ticket, but not in the XML tag itself. 

3.4.1  List of Available Variables 

Variable Example value Description 

$ColorProof   Name of 
ColorProof/ColorServer/InkOptimizer 
instance processing the input data 

$DateCreated 2009-06-19T17:13:41.4218750-07:00 Job creation date (in FlowConnect) 

$DateProcessed 2009-06-19T17:14:14.6093750-07:00 Job processing date (in GMG software) 

$Height 300 mm  Height of image to be printed 

$ImageName 5551212_image Name of the input image file without file 
name extension 

$ImagePath C:\imagefolder Folder path of the input image file 

$ImageSubfolder imagesubfolder Used when the input image file is dropped 
into a subfolder of the FlowConnect 
hotfolder. Name of the subfolder (without 
path). This variable is only available for file 
name matching (Workflow dialog box 
>Input Settings >Identify by Name). 

$ImageSuffix jpg File name extension of the input image file 

$InfoMessage Cannot print this job. Job exceeds media size of selected printer. Info message in ColorServer/InkOptimizer 

$JobID ef4ef69c-0eb7-4bde-a3db-9eaebdd85239 A unique number to identify the job 

$JobName   Job name (within GMG Connect) 

$JobticketName  5551212_ticket Name of the job ticket without suffix 

$JobticketPath  C:\jobticketfolder  Location path of the job ticket 

$JobState  Processing  Job status (within GMG Connect) 

$JobticketSubfolder  jobticketsubfolder  Used when the job ticket is dropped into a 
subfolder of the FlowConnect hotfolder. 
Name of the subfolder (without path). This 
variable is only available for file name 
matching (Workflow dialog box >Input 
Settings >Identify by Name). 

$JobticketSuffix  xml  Suffix of the job ticket file 
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Variable Example value Description 

$JobType   ProofEx (ColorProof05), Proof (ColorProof 
04), PDF2PDF (ColorServer for PDF), 
ColorServer (ColorServer for Images) 

$MXProfile IO_ISOcoated27L_TAC350_G3_V2.mx4 MX profile used for the job 

$NumCopies 2 Number of copies to be printed via 
GMG software 

$OutputPath c:\FlowConnectData\workflows\MyWorkflow\Output\myImage.pdf Path and file name of the output file from 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer 

$Priority 5 The priority of the job 

$ProofStandard    Proof standard used in GMG ColorProof 
05 

$Scale   Image scaling 

$StatusConnect  Submitted  Status of the job in Connect 

$Status04Connector  Processing  Status of the Job in ColorProof/ColorServer 

$StatusFlowConnect Successful  Status of the Job in FlowConnect 

$TemplateNetworkID ef4ef69c-0eb7-4bde-a3db-9eaebdd85239 A unique number to identify the template 
that is used for the job 

$TemplateName My Template  Name of the Template that is used for the 
job 

$Time 2009-06-19T17:14:14.6093750-07:00 Current time when the variable is replaced 

$TransformedJobticket C:\Program Files\GMG\Connect\tmp\e6ff6163-7cab-48cf-933a-
b60adb95bb95.Jobticketname 

Location path of transformed job ticket. 
This variable can be used in image 
workflows to access the job ticket contents 
by a report XSLT. 

$TransformedXMP  C:\Program Files\GMG\Connect\tmp\e6ff6163-7cab-48cf-933a-
b60adb95bb95.Imagename 

Location path of the transformed metadata. 
This variable can be used in job ticket 
workflows to access the XMP metadata by 
a report XSLT.  

$Width 400 mm  Width of output image 

$Workflow My Workflow FlowConnect workflow name. 

3.4.2  Replacing Variable Values 

Following each XSLT box, you will find a Variable Replacement box offering three options when the variables 
will be replaced by concrete values: Before the XSLT is applied to the job ticket, after it is applied, or before 
and afterwards. The order is important if you want to use variables for logical operations in an XSLT, as you can 
see in the sample below: 

 <xsl:choose> 

<xsl:when test="'$ImageSuffix'='jpg'">This is a JPEG 
</xsl:when> 

<xsl:when test="'$ImageSuffix'='tif'">This is a TIFF 
</xsl:when>  

 <xsl:otherwise>The image type is unknown 
</xsl:otherwise>  

</xsl:choose> 

First, the XSLT checks if the value of the variable $ImageSuffix has the value jpg. If this is true, the result will be 
"This is a JPG". 

If the value is not jpg, the XSLT checks if the value of the variable $ImageSuffix has the value tif. If this is true, 
the result will be "This is a TIFF". 

If the value is not tif, the result will be "The image type is unknown". 

If the variable $ImageSuffix is replaced after the XSLT transformation, the XSLT will not compare the value of 
the variable with jpg, but will use the variable name $ImageSuffix to check the value. Since the term 
$ImageSuffix is not equal to jpg or tif, the result will always be "The image type is unknown". 
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If the variable $ImageSuffix is replaced before the transformation, it will be replaced by the concrete value. If 
the suffix is jpg, the result will be "This is a JPEG". If the suffix is pdf, however, the result will be "The image type 
is unknown". 

Note:  A variable will be replaced only if the variable value is available at the time of transformation. 
For example, the variable $JobState cannot be replaced during the initial transformation defined in the Input 
Settings.  
At this time of processing, the job has not yet been sent to GMG Connect and thus does not have a processing 
state. 

3.4.3  Escaping Variable Replacement 

In some cases, it is advisable not to replace certain variables, for example when using XSLT for logical 
operations. GMG FlowConnect allows you to systematically control every single variable.  

To escape variable replacement, simply add a second $ sign to the beginning of the variable name (e.g. 
$$JobticketPath). In so doing, the variable will not be replaced by its runtime value, as only the first $ sign will 
be removed during the replacement process. 

If variables are to be replaced before and after transformation, it might be necessary to add an additional $ sign 
to the variable name to avoid variable replacement, as shown in the following example: 

The variables $$$JobticketName and $$JobticketPath are used in the XSLT, the replacement rule being set to 
Replace variables before and after transformation. 

1.  Before applying the XSLT to the job ticket, $$$JobticketName will be replaced by $$JobticketName, 
$$JobticketPath will be replaced by $JobticketPath 

2. After applying the XSLT, $$JobticketName will be replaced by $JobticketName, $JobticketPath will be 
replaced by the current value, e.g. C:\tickets. 

  

3.5  XSLT Transformation of XML Files 

The following information is intended for advanced users only. It is assumed that you already have a basic 
understanding of XML, XSL (Extensible Stylesheet Language), and XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language 
Transformations). 

GMG FlowConnect is designed to work with XML files (allowing many XML derivatives). XML is a general-
purpose language which provides a basic syntax to share information between different kinds of applications 
and computers. Being easy to operate and very flexible, XML proves to be the format of choice when it comes 
to defining job processing parameters and tracking job status information.  

GMG FlowConnect is able to handle different XML formats by transforming incoming XML files from external 
systems into its own 'language' using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT). This does not 
mean that the original files are modified. An XSLT processor rather creates a new file, merging the source file 
with an XSLT style sheet to produce a 'readable' output. 

 
XML and XSLT are international standards. It goes beyond the scope of this document to describe further details. 
Please have a look at the web sites http://www.w3.org/XML/ and http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt for further 
information. 

GMG FlowConnect supports XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0. 
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3.6  Using XMP Metadata 

XMP (Extensible Metadata Platform) is a labeling technology that allows you to embed data about a file, known 
as metadata, into the file itself. XMP metadata are a powerful tool to manage and organize your data, keeping 
track of all relevant information. You can, for example, directly embed the name of the author, copyright 
information, image descriptions, keywords or processing instructions into the file. This embedded data cannot 
be lost or removed, even if the file is moved to another system or platform. 

GMG FlowConnect is able to use XMP metadata to set up parameters for a job ticket, for example, to add 
copyright- or user information to the proof label or to select a profile referring to a customer ID. 

To use image metadata, select Use Image Metadata (XMP) from the Input Settings > Image tab.  

Since XMP is based on XML, GMG FlowConnect uses XMP in much the same way as XML job tickets. It allows 
transforming XMP with XSLT, to use variables, and to set up parameters from XMP via XPath expressions.  

To set up parameters from image metadata, select Identify by Image Metadata on the Input Settings > Job 
Ticket tab and enter the XPath that points to the parameter value in the XSLT-transformed XMP data. 

Note:  You can combine XML job tickets and XMP metadata, for example to set up the proof label comment 
from XMP information, and to set up the proof profile from an XML job ticket. If you set up parameters using 
XPath expressions, GMG FlowConnect will search in both the XSLT-transformed XMP data and the XSLT-
transformed job ticket for an element that matches the XPath expression. It is not required to explicitly define if 
a parameter should be taken from the job ticket or the XMP data.   

Tip:  GMG FlowConnect temporarily saves the XSLT-transformed XMP data to its Temporary Folder (System 
> Settings > General Settings). When configuring your workflow, you can thus easily open the transformed 
XMP data to check if your XSLT is defined correctly. 
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4.  Jobs 
The processing of a file is called a Job and listed as such in the Jobs view. A job is created when a file is placed 
into a hotfolder assigned to a Workflow. All jobs are listed in the Jobs view until they are finished. Files that end 
with an error remain in the Jobs view. 

Selecting jobs 

Jobs can be selected in the list with the mouse or by pressing the ARROW UP or DOWN key. You can also 
select multiple jobs while holding down the CTRL key. Selected jobs are highlighted by a different border and 
background color. 

Deleting jobs 

Jobs can be deleted manually from the Jobs view, or they can be deleted automatically as specified by the user 
in the System settings. 

4.1  Monitoring the Job Status in GMG FlowConnect 

Jobs created by GMG FlowConnect will appear in the Jobs list in GMG FlowConnect. 

 
The print status of the job is shown in the list (1). The name of the connector (2) processing the job is also 
shown: GMG CP04 Connector on the computer "GMG-CL" is processing the job, that is, handing it over to 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer on the same computer. 

Finished jobs are sent to the History list. 

See also: 

• "GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer" on page 7 

4.2  Progress Information 

Basically, a job set up in FlowConnect passes through three different programs: FlowConnect, ConnectServer, 
and ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

At each stage, a job has a clearly defined status in these programs.  

The FlowConnect Status is of particular importance, as it provides information about the success or failure of a 
job. The Connect Status and the Connector Status provide more detailed information on the different stages of 
processing. 

Job status information 

The FlowConnect Status can be checked in the Jobs/History view. The Connector Status is displayed in the 
ColorProof Instance column in the same view. The Connect Status is shown in the separate application GMG 
ConnectManager. The different states a file can adopt while being processed are listed in the table below. 

For more details on ColorProof job status information, please refer to the ColorProof Help or user manual. 

FlowConnect Status Connect Status Connector Status Description 

Processing — — Job is created. 

Uploading — Job is uploaded to ConnectServer. 

Submitted — Job has been submitted and is 
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FlowConnect Status Connect Status Connector Status Description 

waiting to be processed in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

Processing Ready ColorServer/InkOptimizer has 
downloaded the job. The job is 
queued for processing. 

Held Job has been manually put on hold 
by the user in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

Processing Images are processed, e.g. color-
managed and printed in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

Processed Finished Job was successfully processed in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

Warning  Job was processed in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer, but 
issued a warning. ColorServer or 
PDF-to-PDF job: Job was also 
downloaded with success. 

Done — Job was deleted manually or by 
Default Cleanup Settings after 
processing in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

Downloading Processed/Done Finished/Warning FlowConnect downloads the output 
file of a ColorServer/InkOptimizer 
job from Connect Server. 

Warning Processed/Done Warning Job was processed in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer, but 
issued a warning. 

ColorServer/InkOptimizer job: Job 
was also downloaded with success. 

Successful Processed/Done Finished Job was successfully processed.  

ColorServer/InkOptimizer: Job was 
also downloaded with success. 

Error — — Job could not be created in 
FlowConnect. 

Failed — Job could not be processed in 
ConnectServer. 

Canceled Job has been manually canceled by 
the user in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

Error Job could not be processed in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

4.3  Jobs Menu 

You can manage your jobs by conveniently using the commands in the Jobs menu. These cleanup commands 
to not apply to job tickets and images or other data linked to the jobs. 

See also: 

• "Setting up Backup and File Removal Routines" on page 52 
 Command Meaning 

Delete All Jobs Permanently removes all jobs in the Jobs view. No undo possible. 
Delete Selected Jobs Permanently removes all selected jobs in the Jobs view. No undo possible. 
Delete Failed Jobs Permanently removes all (non-processed) Error jobs in the Jobs view. No undo possible. 

4.4  Customizing the Jobs or History View 

Jobs can be sorted alphabetically by different properties according to the column headers of the job list. Click a 
column header to sort the job list by the property listed in this column; click the header again to sort the list the 
other way round. Jobs with an identical property are listed in the order of processing. 
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You can customize the way columns are displayed in the Jobs and History view. For example, you can hide or 
show certain columns, change the order of sequence of columns, or increase the width of a column. The Jobs 
and History view can be customized independent of each other.  

Column information 

Column header Description 

Status  Status icon indicating processing, finished processing, canceled processing (error file)  
Name  Input file name 
Print State  Connector status  (see "Progress Information" on page 31) 
ColorProof Instance Name of the computer processing the job 
Workflow  Workflow name 
Info Message  Info message in ColorServer/InkOptimizer 
Created  Output file creation date and time 

How to hide a column 

1. Right-click any column in the Jobs or History view. 

2. Remove the check mark next to the column header that you want to hide in the interface. Add the check 
mark next to the column header that you want to show. 

 

How to resize a column 

1. Point to the border between two columns until the mouse pointer changes to an arrow.  

2. Click and drag to resize the width of the column left of the arrow.  

 

How to change the order of columns 

1. Click the column header of the column that you want to move. 

2. Hold down the mouse button and drag the column to the new position. The column header will get a 
transparent appearance. When you point to a border in-between two columns, this border will be 
highlighted in blue to indicate a possible new position. 

3. Release the mouse button at the desired new position. 
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5.  History 
As soon as a job is finished, it is automatically moved to the History view. To visualize the status of the jobs, all 
finished jobs are displayed with a green check mark. 

Finished jobs can either have the status Processed or Done. The difference being that Processed jobs are still 
available in ColorServer/InkOptimizer, whereas jobs with the status Done have already been removed in the 
processing software, transferring all information to GMG Connect. 

Selecting jobs 

Jobs can be selected in the list with the mouse or by pressing the ARROW UP or DOWN key. You can also 
select multiple jobs while holding down the CTRL key. Selected jobs are highlighted by a different border and 
background color. 

Deleting jobs 

Jobs can be deleted manually from the History view, or they can be deleted automatically as specified by the 
user in the System settings. 

5.1  History Menu 

To manage jobs in the History view, you can use the following commands in the History menu. These cleanup 
commands to not apply to job tickets and images or other data linked to the jobs.  

See also: 

• "Setting up Backup and File Removal Routines" on page 52 
Command Meaning 

Clear History Permanently removes all jobs in the History view. No undo possible. 
Delete Selected Jobs Permanently removes all selected jobs in the History view. No undo possible. 
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6.  Workflows 
In GMG FlowConnect, you can set up multiple workflows to reflect different workflows in your company. Each 
workflow is designed to hold the settings for one job ticket and is configured for one external system.  

Selecting workflows 

Workflows can be selected in the list with the mouse or by pressing the ARROW UP or DOWN key. A selected 
workflow is highlighted by a different border and background color. 

Deleting workflows 

Workflows can be deleted manually from the Workflows view, either by using the delete button  on the 
toolbar or by right-clicking the workflow, using the context menu. 

Workflow commands  

Workflow commands such as editing or duplicating can be selected from the Workflows menu or from the 
context menu (by right-clicking on a workflow) and are applied to the selected item. If you want to modify a 
workflow, just double-click on the workflow and the workflow settings will be displayed. 

6.1  Workflow Menu 

The Workflow menu provides various useful functions to efficiently manage your workflows. 

Icon Workflow command Meaning 

 Connect to Server Establishes connection to ConnectServer. 

 Pause Connection Pauses connection to ConnectServer. 

 Disconnect from Server Disconnects the application from ConnectServer. 

 New Job Ticket Workflow Adds a new job ticket workflow. The job ticket is used to identify the image to be processed. 

 New Image Workflow Adds a new image workflow. The image is used to identify the job ticket holding the processing 
information. 

 Duplicate Selected 
Workflow 

Duplicates the selected workflow. You will be asked to assign a new workflow name. All other settings will 
be maintained. 

 Export Selected Workflow Exports the selected workflow and all dependent files into a .wfb (Workflow Backup) archive. 

 Import Workflow Imports a Workflow Backup archive.  

 Start Selected Workflow Starts the processing of files which have been sent to the hotfolder(s) of the selected workflow. 

 Pause Selected Workflow Pauses the processing of files which have been sent to the hotfolder(s) of the selected workflow. 

 Delete Selected Workflow Permanently deletes the selected workflow. No undo possible. 

 Edit Selected Workflow Opens the selected workflow to change the settings. 

6.2  Creating a New FlowConnect Workflow 

A hotfolder defines the input folder for incoming files. To suit different workflow systems, GMG FlowConnect 
offers two different kinds of workflows: Job Ticket Workflows and Image Workflows. In a Job Ticket Workflow, 
an incoming job ticket is recognized by the program and the program then searches for the corresponding 
image file. In an Image Workflow, it is the other way round: An incoming image file is recognized and the 
program looks for the corresponding job ticket. 

6.3  Exporting and Importing Workflows 

You can export and import workflows to parcel them to different FlowConnect installations, or to create a 
backup. 

A workflow backup file (.wfb) contains the workflow configuration plus all XSLT files used by the workflow. 

How to export a workflow 

1. Select a workflow in the Workflows view. 

2. On the Workflow menu, click Export Workflow. 
The Save as dialog box is displayed. 

3. Select a folder to save the workflow backup file to and enter a file name. 
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4. Click Save. 

How to import a workflow 

1. On the Workflow menu, click Import Workflow. 
The Open dialog box is displayed. 

2. Select the workflow backup file you want to import. 

3. Click Open. 
The Workflow Name dialog box is displayed. 

4. Enter a name for this workflow and confirm by clicking OK.  

Note:  During the import, FlowConnect checks whether the specified hotfolders and search folders already 
exist on your computer by scanning the directory. 
If the directory path cannot be mapped, FlowConnect creates a folder with the name of the workflow in the 
FlowConnect data folder. The hotfolder and search folder will be automatically created as sub-folders, as in the 
following example: 
C:\FlowConnectData\MyWorkflow\Hotfolder 

6.4  Creating Jobs in FlowConnect 

Basically, you just need to submit two files to create a job: A job ticket and an image.  

The image will be processed in ColorProof, ColorServer or InkOptimizer according to the processing 
information of the job ticket. (You can, however, also use XMP metadata as a job ticket, containing predefined 
sets of metadata property definitions.) 

As soon as one of the required files, an image or a job ticket, is placed into a GMG FlowConnect hotfolder, a 
job will be created and listed in the Jobs view. GMG FlowConnect automatically searches for the second, 
corresponding file. If this second file is not available, the job will be canceled and listed in error state. 

To suit different workflow systems, GMG FlowConnect offers two different kinds of workflows: Job Ticket 
Workflows and Image Workflows. In a Job Ticket Workflow, an incoming job ticket is recognized by the 
program and the program then searches for the corresponding image file. In an Image Workflow, it is the other 
way round: An incoming image file is recognized and the program looks for the corresponding job ticket. Both 
workflows provide different functions to identify the corresponding file, as illustrated below. 

Job Ticket Workflow 

Use a job ticket workflow in the following cases: 

 Your workflow is able to create a job ticket to trigger the processing. 

  You want the processing to be started by a job ticket saved to a FlowConnect hotfolder.  

To create a job, the job ticket has to be combined with: 

  an image as specified in the job ticket, or 

  an image as specified in the job ticket AND image XMP metadata, or 

  an image identified by the job ticket name, or 

 an image identified by the job ticket name AND image XMP metadata.  
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Image Workflow 

Use an image workflow in the following cases: 

 Your workflow is not able to create a job ticket to trigger the processing. 

 You want the processing to be started by an image that is exported or saved to a FlowConnect hotfolder. 

 All dynamically changing job processing information is stored in the XMP metadata. 

 The image name contains, for example, a customer ID which can be used to define the processing settings 
in a job ticket. This comes in handy when all images for a customer are to be processed with the same 
settings. 

To create a job, the image has to be combined with: 

  XMP metadata as job ticket, or 

 external XML data as job ticket (being identified by the image name), or 

  XMP metadata as job ticket and an additional XML file (being identified by the image name), or 

 XMP metadata as job ticket and an additional XML file (being specified in the metadata content). 
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6.4.1  Creating a Job from a FlowConnect Workflow 

How to create a job for a workflow 

1. Make sure GMG ColorServer is running on the connected computer and the GMG CP04 Connector 
service is also running. 

2. As a prerequisite for the tutorial, copy the input PDF into the folder defined in the job 
ticket: c:\Data\FC_Input_PDF\PDF-AdobeRGB.pdf. 

3. Copy the provided Job Ticket.xml into the hotfolder defined in the Workflow: C:\Data\FC_Jobticket_PDF. 

Because we have configured a job ticket workflow, the job is now automatically created from the job ticket and 
will appear in the Jobs list in GMG FlowConnect. 

The job will then be uploaded to GMG ConnectServer, sent to GMG CP04 Connector, and finally processed by 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer (controlled by GMG CP04 Connector). 

The finished output file is finally saved to the target location on the GMG FlowConnect computer. The output 
file name and path is defined in the job ticket: c:\Data\FC_Output_PDF. 

See also: 

• "GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer" on page 7 

• "Monitoring the Job Status in GMG FlowConnect" on page 31 

• "Monitoring the Job Status in GMG ConnectManager" on page 64 

• "Job Processing in ColorServer/InkOptimizer" on page 63 

6.5  Input Settings 

On the Input Settings page, you can define the hotfolder(s) and the identification method for the corresponding 
file of the image or job ticket placed in the hotfolder. 

Inevitably, the Input Settings are slightly different for job ticket workflows and image workflows, as you can see 
below. 

Tabbed page Description See also 

Job Ticket tab 

(In Image 
Workflows) 

Choose whether to identify the job ticket by a file reference in the image 
metadata (Identify by Image Metadata) or by its file name (Identify by 
Name). 

"Identification of Input Files by Job Ticket 
or Image Metadata" on page 41 

"Identification of Input Files by Name 
(Regular Expressions)" on page 42 

Image tab 

(In Job Ticket 
Workflows) 

Choose whether to identify the image by a file reference in the job ticket 
(Identify by Job Ticket) or by its file name (Identify by Name).  

"Identification of Input Files by Job Ticket 
or Image Metadata" on page 41 

"Identification of Input Files by Name 
(Regular Expressions)" on page 42 

6.5.1  Job Ticket / Image Options 

Group Short description See also 

Workflow 
Name 

The Workflow Name helps you to search and filter jobs in the Jobs and History view. A well-
thought out naming convention can help you to keep your workflows transparent and 
consistent.  

  

Hotfolders Browse and select Hotfolders to serve as an input control for this workflow. You can define 
multiple hotfolders for each workflow by clicking the Add button. 

"Defining How Jobs are 
Created in FlowConnect" 
on page 41 

File Name 
Filter 

You can use Filters to process only specific files from a folder. Wildcards can help you to 
identify multiple files with a single specification. The asterisk, for example, represents one or 
more characters of the file name. If you enter *.xml, only files with the file extension ".xml" will 
be processed. 

"Defining How Jobs are 
Created in FlowConnect" 
on page 41 

Job Ticket/ 
Metadata XSLT  

Select an XSLT style sheet to transform the source file into 'readable' parameters. "XSLT Transformation of 
XML Files" on page 29 

Variable 
Replacement 

Select an option from the drop-down list to specify when or if variables will be replaced by real 
values. 

"Replacing Variable 
Values" on page 28 

Use Image Select this option, if you want to use image metadata. Image metadata can contain information "Identification of Input 
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Group Short description See also 

Metadata  such as the authorship, origin or copyright and can, for example, be printed to the proof label if 
desired.  

Files by Job Ticket or 
Image Metadata" on page 
41 

Wait before 
Processing 

 If files are input via a slow network connection, you might want to use the option Wait before 
Processing and enter a delay time that reflects the time the file needs to be completely moved 
to the hotfolder. If this option is not selected and the connection is slow, it might be the case 
that the image is not yet completely transferred to the hotfolder. This would result in an error 
job, as the image is missing while the job is created by the workflow. Processing starts as soon 
as the image is detected. 

  

Process 
ZIP Files  

If this option is selected, job tickets and images can be uploaded as a ZIP file. GMG 
FlowConnect unpacks all ZIP files in the connected hotfolder. 

  

6.5.2  Setting up a Hotfolder 

Note:  Make sure the computer on which GMG ConnectServer is installed and the Windows service GMG 
Connect Service are running. 

Note:  Make sure the GMG FlowConnect Service is running on the same computer as GMG FlowConnect. 

You can assign any number of input folders (referred to as hotfolders) to a single workflow. Each file physically 
present in a hotfolder and passing the file filter of a workflow automatically generates a separate job and is 
processed as specified in the Job Settings. 

Note:  It is not recommended to share the same hotfolder with multiple workflows, unless each workflow uses 
different file name filter settings, as this can lead to a data conflict between the workflows.  

Note:  It is advisable to backup input files to a separate hard disk drive, and delete the files automatically after 
a certain amount of time has passed, to avoid that the maximum capacity of the hard disk is reached, and all 
following jobs are stopped. 

How to set up a hotfolder 

1. Start GMG FlowConnect from the Windows Start Menu. 

2. Click the Workflows button on the navigation panel on the left of the main window. 

3. On the Workflow menu, click New Job Ticket Workflow. 
The New Job Ticket Workflow dialog box opens. 

4. Click the Input Settings button on the navigation panel on the left side of the New Job Ticket Workflow 
dialog box. 

5. Type any name into the Workflow Name box. 

 

6. Click the Import Folder Path button  on the right side of the Folder List. 

7. Click the browse button  on the right side of the folder path you want to set up or edit. 

8. Browse to the desired folder, or create a new folder, and confirm by clicking OK. 
The selected folder is added to the Folder List. 

 

9. If you want to assign multiple hotfolders to the same workflow, repeat steps 6-8. 

10. You can delete hotfolders by clicking the Delete Folder Path button  on the right side of the Folder 
List. 
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6.5.3  Defining the Workflow Input Settings 

Like other GMG products, GMG FlowConnect is hotfolder based. Each incoming file in a hotfolder assigned to 
a workflow automatically creates a FlowConnect job. In a Job Ticket Workflow, a job ticket will create a 
FlowConnect job as soon as it is detected in a hotfolder. 

To make sure that only valid job ticket files are processed, you can set up a File Name Filter for the job ticket. 
Only files with a matching file name will create a job. 

The XSLT defines how the job ticket is interpreted by the program. You can use XSLT to transform job tickets 
from 3rd party systems into a format that can be processed by GMG FlowConnect. You can also use a "linear" 
XSLT, as in this tutorial, that does not transform the job ticket at all. 

(In an Image Workflow, you would need to set up a File Name Filter and XSLT for the image file.) 

How to define the hotfolder input settings 

1. Click the Input Settings button on the navigation panel on the left side of the New Job Ticket Workflow 
dialog box. 

2. Enter a File Name Filter pattern, for example, "*.xml" to accept only files with an xml file name extension. 

 

3. Select the Job Ticket XSLT that will be used for converting incoming job tickets into manual 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer jobs. 
In the tutorial, the job ticket parameters will be processed "as is", that is, the default XSLT, which does not 
transform the job ticket at all, can be left unchanged. 

 

4. Select a Variable Replacement option. 
In the tutorial, the default option Replace variables after transformation can be left unchanged. (As the 
default XSLT does not transform the job ticket, it does not matter, whether the variables are replaced 
before or after the transformation.) 

 

 
Fig. 6 Workflow Input Settings. 

The screen shot shows the final workflow input settings described in the preceding instructions. 
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6.5.4  Defining How Jobs are Created in FlowConnect 

How to create jobs based on the job ticket (Job Ticket Workflow) 

1. Under Job Ticket XSLT, browse and select a job ticket XSLT. 

2. On the Image Identification tabbed page, define the method how the image corresponding to the job 
ticket should be identified when the job is created. 

How to create jobs based on the input image (Image Workflow) 

1. Select the option  Use Image Metadata. 

2. Under Metadata XSLT, browse and select an image XSLT. 

3. On the Job Ticket Identification tabbed page, define the method how the job ticket corresponding to the 
image should be identified when the job is created. 

6.5.5  Identification of Input Files by Job Ticket or Image Metadata 

When you set up a job ticket workflow, you can specify the image for a job in the job ticket content. With an 
image workflow, you can specify an additional job ticket in the image metadata.  

To locate this information in the job ticket or the metadata XMP, enter an XPath expression as described below. 

How to identify an image by job ticket content 

1. Click the Workflows button on the navigation panel on the left of the main window. 

2. On the Workflow menu, click New Job Ticket Workflow or click  on the toolbar. 

3. Click the Input Settings button on the navigation panel on the left side of the New Job Ticket Workflow 
dialog box. 

4. Click the Image tab and select Identify by Job Ticket. 

5. Activate the XPath function under Image Location and enter an XPath expression that points to the file 
path of the input image in the job ticket. 

How to identify a job ticket by image metadata content 

1. Click the Workflows button on the navigation panel on the left of the main window. 

2. On the Workflow menu, click New Image Workflow or click  on the toolbar. 

3. Click the Input Settings button on the navigation panel on the left side of the New Image Workflow dialog 
box.  

4. Click the Job Ticket tab and activate the check box Use Job Ticket. 

5. Select Identify by Image Metadata and activate the XPath function under Job Ticket Location. Enter an 
XPath that points to the job ticket information in the XSLT-transformed metadata.  

Identifying the Image Corresponding to the Job Ticket 

Processing information is generally defined in the template and job ticket (except when extracted from XMP 
image metadata). In a Job Ticket Workflow, the job ticket usually contains the file path of the image to be 
processed. 

Tip:  Alternatively, you can also use fixed image input folders and match the input files via regular 
expressions (Identify by Name). 

How to identify the image corresponding to the job ticket 

1. Click the Input Settings button on the navigation panel on the left side of the New Job Ticket Workflow 
dialog box. 

2. Click the Image tab and select Identify by Job Ticket. 
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3.  Under Image Location, activate the XPath function and enter an XPath expression that points to the 
XML job ticket information referring to the file path of the image that is going to be processed. For the 
example job ticket used in the tutorial, enter the XPath location path 
/Jobticket/ColorProof/Job/ImagePath into the edit box. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Workflow Input Settings. 

The screen shot shows the final workflow input settings described in the preceding instructions. 

6.5.6  Identification of Input Files by Name (Regular Expressions) 

In most cases, the image is referenced in a job ticket. Some external applications, however, that can create a 
job ticket are not able to reference the image in the job ticket. In these cases , you can identify the 
corresponding job ticket or image by comparing their file names. 

To successfully identify the corresponding job ticket or image, it is sufficient if some parts (sub-patterns) of the 
file name or the folder name match, a 100% match is not prerequisite. 

Tip:  It is recommended to set up a file naming convention that uniquely identifies images and links them to 
the corresponding job ticket. Using the file name identification, you can, for example, create a job ticket with a 
special customer ID in the file name. This job ticket can be used for all images that include the same ID in their 
file names. 

 

After selecting Identify by Name, the first thing you have to do is to define one or more search folders. 

Defining search folders  

• If a job ticket is placed into a hotfolder, GMG FlowConnect will search the search folders for the 
corresponding image. 

•  If an image is placed into a hotfolder, GMG FlowConnect will search the search folders for the 
corresponding job ticket. 

Note:  A search folder is not a hotfolder. If you place a file into a search folder, this will not create a new job 
in GMG FlowConnect.  
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How to set up a search folder 

1. Open a New Job Ticket Workflow / New Image Workflow from the Workflow menu or an existing 
workflow by double-clicking it.  

2. Under Input Settings, click the Image (Job Ticket Workflow) or the Job Ticket (Image Workflow) tab.  

3. Click the Import Folder Path button  on the right side of the Job Ticket/Image Search Folder List. 

4. Browse for the desired folder, or create a new folder, and confirm by clicking OK. 
The selected folder is added to the Folder List. 

5. If you want to assign multiple hotfolders to the same workflow, repeat steps 3 and 4. 

6. You can delete selected folders by clicking the Delete Folder Path button  on the right side of the 
Folder List. 

How to set up a file name identification 

To set up a file name identification, you have to create an identification pattern. Creating a pattern is done in 
three steps:  

Step Example 

1. Define file name elements:  $JobticketName.$JobticketSuffix 
0815_Ticket.xml 

2. Capture sub-patterns with Regular Expressions: 0815 xml 

3. Rearrange sub-patterns: —> <— 

=> Result:  xml0815 

These identification patterns can be configured individually for all files - the ones in the Hotfolders and the 
corresponding job tickets or images in the search folders.  

The identification of a corresponding job ticket or image via file name turns out successful when both file 
names contain the same identification string.  

The following screen shot illustrates how the above example may look like in practice: 

 
Fig. 8 "Identify by Name" settings in a Job Ticket Workflow. 

Defining file name elements 

Let's take a closer and more detailed look at this matter. In the first step, under Source /Target File Name, you 
decide which element(s) of the file name will be used to identify the file. 

You can use the following file name elements by choosing the respective variables from the drop-down list: file 
name, suffix, path and subfolder. 

Note:   The file path is the path of the hotfolder or the search folder derived from the folder list without sub-
folders. 

Capturing sub-patterns with Regular Expressions 

In the second step, which is simply called Source / Target Pattern, you capture elements of the file name (as 
defined in the first step) using regular expressions.  

For example, a file name that starts with a 4-digit number followed by a text and a suffix as in1212ticket.xml or 
0815anything.xml could be described by the following pattern: 
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[0-9]{4}.*\..*  

If you want to capture the 4-digit number and the suffix, you can create groups by using parenthesis ().   

([0-9]{4}).*\.(.*) 

Note:  GMG recommends using a tool for testing (or building) regular expressions. 
There are many such tools, free ones that also include a regular expression reference can be downloaded, for 
example, on the following website: 
http://www.radsoftware.com.au/regexdesigner/ 
A web-based regular expression tester can be found on the following website: 
http://erik.eae.net/playground/regexp/regexp.html 

Rearranging sub-patterns 

In the third step, called Source / Target Pattern Replacement , you can rearrange the sub-patterns to form the 
identification string.  

This is useful if the captured sub-patterns do not appear in the same sequence in the image name and the job 
ticket name. 

To rearrange the sub-patterns, type "$<groupnumber>". 

For example, the first sub-pattern (1212) being referred to as $1 and the second sub-pattern (xml) being referred 
to as $2, can be rearranged to $2_$1which would result in the following string: xml_1212. 

Note:  Captured groups using () delimiters are numbered according to their opening parenthesis, starting from 
one. The first capture, capture element number zero, is the text matched by the whole regular expression 
pattern. 

6.6  Job Settings 

6.6.1  Assigning a Template to the Workflow 

The template defines all default settings required to create a job. These default settings can be overwritten by 
the job ticket (or image metadata). 

Templates are generated from ColorServer/InkOptimizer hotfolders or ColorProof 05 workflows and then 
uploaded to GMG ConnectServer  (see "Uploading ColorServer/InkOptimizer Hotfolders as Templates to 
ConnectServer" on page 60). In the following step, you will link a template defined in the job ticket to the GMG 
FlowConnect workflow. 

How to assign a template to the workflow 

1. Click the Job Settings button on the navigation panel on the left side of the New Job Ticket Workflow 
dialog box. 

2. From the Template Name or Template ID drop-down list, select a template of your choice defining the 
default settings for new jobs. 
In the tutorial, we will extract the template name from the job ticket. Therefore, we will not use the drop-
down list, but an XPath expression. Activate the XPath function under Template Name or Template ID 
Location and enter the location path /Jobticket/ColorProof/Job/TemplateName into the edit box. 

 

6.6.2  Defining Job Parameters in the Job Ticket 

Per default, all XPath expressions supported in a job ticket in GMG FlowConnect, are already preselected in the 
parameter list on the Job Settings page. The parameters are grouped according to the template type for which 
they can be used. For example, the template type ColorServer for PDF supports different parameters than a 
proofing template type. The General Properties group comprises more generic parameters supported by all 
template types. 
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In the example job ticket used in the tutorial, the following parameters are defined in the job ticket: Priority 
(General Properties) and OutputPath (ColorServer for PDF). (You could deselect all other XPath expressions in 
the list as they are not used, but unused parameters do not present any harm, so you can keep them for the time 
being. If a selected parameter is not set by an XPath expression in the job ticket, the default value from the 
template is used.) 

How to define job parameters in the job ticket 

1. Click the Job Settings button on the navigation panel on the left side of the New Job Ticket Workflow 
dialog box. 

2. In the parameter table below the selected template, you can enter the location paths for the parameters 
that will be defined by the job ticket. 
For the tutorial, activate the XPath function in the Priority parameter row and enter the XPath location 
path /Jobticket/ColorProof/Job/Priority. 

3. For the tutorial, activate the XPath function in the OutputPath parameter row and enter the XPath location 
path /Jobticket/ColorProof/ColorServer/OutputPath. 

 
Fig. 9 Workflow Job Settings. 

The screen shot shows the final workflow job settings described in the preceding instructions. 

6.7  Report Settings 

On the Report Settings page, you can set up and manage E-mail, Log File or Command Line Reports. These 
reports can contain information about status changes of jobs, about whether a job was successfully processed, 
with warnings and/or errors. The lower half of the page displays two edit boxes, where you can define an error 
folder for hotfolder files and an alternative job ticket for error reports. 

How to set up a report 

1. Click the Workflows button on the navigation panel on the left of the main window. 

2. Double-click an existing workflow, or open a New Image Workflow or New Job Ticket Workflow. 

3. Click the Report Settings button on the navigation panel on the left of the Workflow dialog box. 

4. Click the New Report button  on the left end of the toolbar and choose a report you want to set up 
from the drop-down list. 

5. You can open existing report settings by double-clicking the report type in the report list, or by clicking the 

Edit button . 
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6. You can delete reports by clicking the Delete button  on the right side of the toolbar. 

Note:  You can define multiple reports in a single workflow.  

The Error Handling group on the lower half of the page refers to the handling of files that were sent to the 
hotfolder, but could not be used to create a job.  

Note:   Possible causes for such job creation errors are that no job ticket could be found or that the source file 
is damaged. 

Error Folder for Hotfolder Files: Use the browse function to locate an error folder for the hotfolder contents of 
failed jobs. To avoid overwriting existing files with the same name, an incremented number will be added to 
the file name. 

Alternative Job Ticket for Error Reports: Use the browse function to locate an alternative job ticket. This 
alternative job ticket is required as a fallback option and will be used to create error reports in case an error 
occurs while GMG FlowConnect is trying to create a job. 

For example: An input job ticket contains an e-mail address. You set up an E-mail Report which is to send an 
error report to this address. If GMG FlowConnect, however, is not able to interpret the job ticket (being corrupt 
or containing invalid parameters), it cannot extract the e-mail address and, consequently, not send an error 
report. 

To solve this problem, or, rather, to anticipate such situations, you enter an alternative job ticket - in this case 
containing the required e-mail address. Now GMG FlowConnect will use the alternative job ticket for the report 
XSLT and will be able to send the error report to the given e-mail address.  

Note:  The alternative job ticket is only used for reports in case of an error during job creation. It is not used to 
create a job. 

6.7.1  Configuring Reports with XSLT 

An integral part of every report is the XSLT file, as it serves to generate the report content. The XSLT also defines 
the output file format and the layout. An example XSLT file for generating an HTML report can be found in the 
main GMG FlowConnect program folder (default path: c:\Program 
Files\GMG\Connect\FlowConnect\report.xslt).  

To set up a report correctly, it is important to understand two things about these XSLT files: 

1. Which file is transformed by the XSLT? 

2. How do I get the status information into a report? 

Which file is transformed by the XSLT? 

The XSLT used for reports does not transform the external job ticket sent to the hotfolder or identified via the 
image. It transforms the internal job ticket which has already been transformed by the XSLT defined in the 
Input Settings. 

Note:   A copy of the internal job ticket is saved to a folder named tmp inside the GMG FlowConnect 
application folder. You can open the temporary files to use the XSL transformation results for configuration and 
testing purposes. 
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How do I get the status information into a report? 

Status information can be inserted by using variables in the report XSLT. The variables will be replaced by the 
corresponding values as soon as the report is created. 

Let us have a look how such an XSLT file looks like. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>  
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" version="1.0"> 
<xsl:output method="html" />  
<xsl:template match="/"> 

<xsl:text>  
Image: $ImagePath/$ImageName.$ImageSuffix  
Jobticket: $JobticketPath/$JobticketName.$JobticketSuffix 
DateCreated: $DateCreated  
 DateProcessed: $DateProcessed  
Infomessage(CP): $InfoMessage  
ErrorType: $ErrorType  
JobState: $JobState  
</xsl:text>  

</xsl:template>  
</xsl:stylesheet> 

The output format is defined by the output method of the XSLT. Apart from HTML, the report file can, of course, 
also be generated as unformatted text or just as an XML tree.  

The content is defined within xsl:template elements. The content is generated from fixed text strings such as 
"Image:" and system variables such as " $ImagePath". 

While run against the transformed job ticket, the XSLT file can also copy information not available in form of a 
variable. If, for example, the original job ticket contains a job ID from the connected external application, this 
job ID can be easily copied into the report with an XSLT command like <xsl:copy-of select =""/> or <xsl:copy-
of select =""/>. 

A report can contain information from a job ticket and information from XMP image metadata. A common 
problem with XSLT is that it takes only a single XML file as input. To load a second input file, you need to insert 
variables as described in the following. 
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• In a Job Ticket Workflow, use the following XSLT command to make XMP data accessible to the XSL 
transformation:<xsl:variable name="paramDoc" select="document('$TransformedXMP ')"/>  

• In an Image Workflow, use the following XSLT command to make job ticket data accessible to the XSL 
transformation:<xsl:variable name="paramDoc" select="document('$TransformedJobticket ')"/> 

6.7.2  E-mail Report 

If you want to forward job information via e-mail, create an E-mail Report. This kind of report can, for example, 
be used to inform an administrator about errors, or to inform an operator that a proof has been successfully 
created and can be taken out of the proof printer. 

Parameter Meaning 

E-mail Report Name  Name of the E-mail Report. 

SMTP Server Address  SMTP server address. 

SMTP Port  Port number of the SMTP server. 

SMTP User Name  User name for the SMTP server authentication. 

SMTP Password  Password for the SMTP server authentication. 

Reply-To  E-mail address you want the recipient(s) to reply to. This address is also used for testing the e-mail configuration. 

Subject  The subject of the e-mail. This can be defined in the job ticket or as a fixed value. You can also use variables to 
define the subject. 

Send-To  The e-mail address of the e-mail recipient. This can be defined in the job ticket or as a fixed value.  

Cc  The e-mail address of the Carbon Copy e-mail recipient. This can be defined in the job ticket or as a fixed value. 

E-mail XSLT  The XSLT file used to create the e-mail body. You can use variables inside the XSLT to enter status information. 

Variable Replacement  Defines when or if the variables in the job ticket and XSLT are going to be replaced by real values. 

Attach File  You can attach a file via an XPath expression or by using the browse function. You can enter a maximum size 
for the file attachment. If the file exceeds the maximum size, the e-mail will be sent without attachment. 

Test Connection  When clicking Test Connection, an e-mail will be sent to the reply-to address. A popup window will inform you 
whether the connection settings are right or wrong. 

Create Report for the 
Following Events  

Select which kinds of events create an e-mail report. 

6.7.3  Log File Report 

With a Log File Report, you can store job status information in any file format you like. Depending on the XSLT 
used, the log file can be XML, HTML, text, or any other file format.  

XML log files can be useful for external systems to track the processing status. A log file report can also be of 
use for operators, containing details on the success or failure of the job.  

Parameter Meaning 

Log File Report Name  Name of the Log File Report. 

Log File Location  The location path and file name of the log file. This can be defined in the job ticket or as a fixed value by using 
variables. Note: If the variable value (after the replacement) uses characters not allowed in file names, such as < > 
? " : | / * , the log file cannot be created. 

Log File XSLT  The XSLT file used to create the log file. This XSLT will be applied to the transformed job ticket. You can use 
variables inside of the XSLT to enter status information. 

Variable Replacement Defines when or if the variables in the job ticket and XSLT are going to be replaced by real values. 

Log File Policy  This parameter defines what to do when a file (with the specified file name) already exists. This parameter has three 
possible values:  

• Number Log Files: An ascending number will be attached to the filename (e.g. logfile.xml, logfile_1.xml, 
logfile_2.xml)  

• Overwrite Existing Log File: The existing log file will be replaced by the new one.  

• Append Existing File: The new log file content will be written into the existent file as an appendix.  

Note:  Append Existing File should only be used for XSLT files which create plain text 
output. An XML output will create invalid log files with multiple root elements. 
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Parameter Meaning 

Create Report for the 
Following Events 

Select which kinds of events create a log file report. 

6.7.4  Creating a Log File Report 

GMG FlowConnect workflows can automatically generate job reports in an XML format. For each workflow, 
you can customize the type of report (E-Mail, Log File, Command Line) and the content and layout for each 
report. You can also assign multiple reports triggered by different events to each workflow. For example, you 
could document all jobs by generating a log file. You could send an e-mail to your system administrator if there 
are warnings or unprocessed error jobs. 

You can use an XSLT file to transform the XML report into another file format, for example, html, using a 
custom layout. Under Log File XSLT, you can select an XSLT file. Reports will then be transformed by the 
selected XSLT file. Make sure that the file name extension specified under Log File Location matches the output 
generated by the XSLT. Otherwise, it might be difficult to open the file on a Windows operating system. 

How to configure a log file report 

1. On the navigation panel on the left of the workflow dialog box, click Report Settings. 

2. On the toolbar, click the New Report button to expand the report commands. 

3. Click New Log File Report. 

 
The Report dialog box is displayed. 

4. Enter any text string for the Log File Report Name. 

 

5. Under Log File Location, remove the check mark to deactivate the XPath option. 
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6. Enter the target file name and path for the report file into the edit box. 
You can use system variables such as $JobName to reference the Job Name in the report file name. You 
can select variables from the drop-down list on the right side of the edit box. 

 
The final Log File Location will look like this. 

 

7. Select a Log File XSLT. You will find a factory default XSLT here (default path): C:\Program 
Files\GMG\Connect\FlowConnect\report.xslt 

 

8. From the Variable Replacement list, select the option Replace variables before XSL transformation. 
Selecting this option is important if you are using system variables such as date and time in the report. For 
example, if the date variable is not replaced with the date value before the XSL transformation, the report 
XSLT will have no access to the value. This is especially important if you use the date variable in the file 
name, because otherwise, the XSLT will try to create a file name with  

9. Select the events you want to use for triggering the report generation. 
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Fig. 10 Report Settings. 

The screen shot shows the final workflow report settings described in the preceding instructions. 

Report files will be generated if the job has been successfully processed with and without generating a warning, 
and also if the job could not be processed (error status). Reports will be saved to the (fixed) folder 
c:\Data\FC_Output_PDF\ (which is the same folder as the output folder we used in the tutorial). The file name 
will be concatenated by the Job Name and the Job Status in GMG FlowConnect. 

The final report name for the job ticket we used in the tutorial will be as follows: Log_Job 
Ticket.xml_Successful.html 

With the XSLT used in the tutorial, the output will be an HTML file with a table layout, as shown in the 
following screen shot. 

 
This screenshot shows the generated HTML report opened in a standard web browser. You see that by using the 
XSLT, only basic information on Input Files, Output Files, and Error and Warning messages is shown. By 
customizing the XSLT, you could show further information. 
The content is formatted in HTML table layout, as defined in the XSLT file. 
The background color of the table cell depends on the job status: Successful processing without warning will be 
highlighted by a green background color, Warnings will be highlighted by a yellow background, and errors by a 
red background. 

See also: 

• "Replacing Variable Values" on page 28 
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• "Configuring Reports with XSLT" on page 46 

6.7.5  Command Line Report 

A command line report enables you to run command line instructions, batch scripts or other applications. You 
can actively trigger tasks, e.g. copy files with MS-DOS commands, write data to a database or start an 
application to process FlowConnect job data. 

Parameter Meaning 

Command Line Report 
Name  

Name of the command line report. 

XSLT / Command Line The script or command to be executed. You can define it as a fixed value or use an XSLT file to create a text 
string. You can furthermore use variables in the command string or inside the XSLT to enter status information.  

Variable Replacement  Defines when or if the variables in the job ticket and XSLT are going to be replaced by real values. 

Create Report for the 
Following Events  

Defines which kinds of events run the script. 

6.7.6  Setting up an Error File Folder 

Job tickets that could not be processed are moved to a user-defined error files folder. 

You need to define an alternative job ticket for creating reports as a fallback in the case that the original job 
ticket would contain invalid parameters, and as a consequence, a valid report could not be created from this 
job ticket. For example, this could be the case if the input job ticket was no valid XML and could not be 
interpreted by the program. 

You can set up multiple reports with different information content, layout, and format, all defined by XSLTs. 
However, reports are not required for the basic operation and are therefore not subject of this tutorial. 

How to set up an error file folder 

1. Click the Import Folder Path button  on the right side of the Error Folder for Hotfolder Files path. 

2. Browse to the desired folder, or create a new folder, and confirm by clicking OK. 

 

3. Click the Import Folder Path button  on the right side of the Alternative Job Ticket for Error Reports  
path. 

4. Select a default job ticket (default file path for factory default: C:\Program 
Files\GMG\Connect\FlowConnect\defaultjobticket.xml). 

 

6.8  Setting up Backup and File Removal Routines 

Just as it is important to archive certain files, it is equally important to periodically remove obsolete ones, as 
storage devices can fill up quickly. The Cleanup/Backup options provided in the Workflow Settings allow for a 
smooth workflow without interruptions caused by a limited capacity of hard disk. 

Before you delete anything, however, it is recommended to back up any files you may possibly need later to an 
external storage, the ideal case being a transfer to a high volume network drive on a connected server.  

GMG FlowConnect offers separate cleanup and backup settings for both images and job tickets. This ensures 
that the workflow is kept concise and allows you to easily track the data flow. If desired, you can conveniently 
copy the settings from one Cleanup tab to the other by using the Copy Settings button at the bottom of the page. 

Tip:  Backup folders can also be used to set up more complex workflows. By selecting a backup folder as an 
input folder for another workflow, you can automatically process a single source file into multiple workflows. 
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Note:   Files deleted by GMG FlowConnect will not be moved to the Windows Recycle Bin, but permanently 
removed from your hard disk. Thus it is recommended to define the removal routines with great care. If you are 
unsure about how and whether to use automatic removal routines, you can just as well choose a manual 
removal of files to avoid unintended data loss. In this case, please make sure to remove data before the 
maximum capacity of your hard disk is reached. 

 As with most GMG FlowConnect options, you can use XPath parameters from a job ticket or select a fixed 
value. 

Option Value in Job ticket Meaning 

Job Ticket/Image Handling 
after Upload 

Delete Files are deleted from their original location.  

Move Files are moved to a backup folder and deleted from their original 
location.  

Copy Files are copied to a backup folder and remain at their original 
location.  

Keep Files remain at their original location.  

Backup Folder String (folder path in Microsoft Windows 
notation, e.g. C:\backup\)  

Select a folder to backup your job tickets and images. You can use 
variables to specify an individual directory for each file. 

Overwrite Existing Job 
Ticket/Image 

Yes A file with the same name already existent in the backup folder will 
be overwritten. 

No An incremented number will be added to the name of the file. 

Delete Job Ticket/Image 
after (Hours) 

Integer Select the number of hours after which a file will be deleted from the 
backup folder. 

6.9  Error Messages 

GMG FlowConnect displays comprehensible user messages in the info pane at the bottom of a dialog box when 
job or workflow parameters are missing or not valid. 

 

• Move the mouse pointer over the short error message until the mouse pointer changes to a pointing hand 
to display a more detailed error message with suggestions how to solve the issue. 

• Click the error message to jump to the page view where the required parameter is missing or invalid, for 
example, to the Input Settings page of the Workflow Properties dialog box. 

• If there are multiple messages, you can scroll the list by clicking the arrow buttons on the left side of the 
message. 

• Click the button on the left side of the message (with the message icon on it) to display a full list of all 
messages. 

The icon on the left hand side indicates the type of message as described in the following table. 

Message Icon Description 

Error 

 

Some settings are not valid and need to be changed by the user. Errors need to be resolved before the dialog box can 
be closed. Therefore, the OK button is unavailable until all errors have been resolved.  

Warning 

 

All settings are valid, but some settings could have side effects impairing the operation or negatively affecting the 
outcome. You might consider changing the settings that produced the warning messages. 

Information  Helpful information with minor or no impact on the operation. All settings are valid. 

Messages are listed in the order of priority, that is, errors are listed first, followed by warnings, by information 
messages. Messages of the same priority are listed in the order in which the missing or invalid parameters occur 
in the dialog box. A missing parameter at the top of the dialog box is listed before a missing parameter at the 
bottom of the dialog box. 

The error message convention is explained in the following example. Message components are explained in 
brackets. 
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Message 1 [message number] / 3 [total number of messages]: Input Settings [page view or context where the 
required parameter is missing or invalid]: Name required [short error message] 
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7.  System 
In the System view, you can define global program settings such as the server connection or cleanup routines. 

7.1  System Menu 

The System view and the System menu display three tabbed pages: the System Settings, the System Log and the 
Error Log. 

7.2  System Settings 

On the System Settings page, you can define global program settings such as the Default Cleanup Settings or 
Network Settings. 

Note:  Network Settings are managed centrally for a given computer in the Connect system, regardless of how 
many Connectors might be installed on the computer. For example, if you change the network settings in GMG 
FlowConnect, the network settings of other Connectors installed on the same computer, for example, GMG 
ConnectManager, will be changed accordingly. (Of course, the network settings of Connectors on separate 
computers will be managed on the corresponding computers and therefore be unaffected by the changes.) 

Group Short description See also 

Default Cleanup 
Settings 

The Delete Jobs Method defines the method by which jobs will be deleted. You can choose 
between a job count and a time limit. If you opt for a Job Count, you can define a Maximum 
Number of Jobs ranging between 10 and 1000. As soon as this number is exceeded, a 
respective number of old jobs are automatically deleted. If you prefer a job cleanup based on 
Time, you can select a time unit and then enter the desired limit. 

  

Maximum 
Number of 
System Log Lines 

By default, the number of log lines kept to history is limited to 1000. You can, however, 
configure the history size up to 50 000 lines. 

  

FlowConnect 
Data Folder  

The data folder contains application data such as a list of all GMG Connect templates in the 
form of an XML file. You can use the default path (C:\Documents and Settings\All 
Users\Application Data\Gmg\Connect\FlowConnectData) or browse and select a different 
location path. You need to disconnect GMG FlowConnect from the GMG ConnectServer (by 

clicking the  button on the Workflow toolbar) before you can change the data folder. 

  

Temporary Folder  The temporary folder contains temporary data such as the XSLT-transformed XMP data. "File Management on 
Connected 
FlowConnect 
Computers" on page 
18 

Language  Choose a language for the FlowConnect user interface. Any changes will become active after 
restarting the program. 

  

FlowConnect 
Network Name 

The name under which FlowConnect appears within the GMG Connect network (display 
name). 

  

Server Address The IP address or name of the computer, where GMG ConnectServer is installed.    

Server Port Network port of the GMG ConnectServer that GMG FlowConnect will connect to. The default 
port number is 8100. 

  

Use 
Authentication 

If authentication is used, only users of the Windows User Group "GMGConnectUsers" are 
allowed to connect to GMG ConnectServer. 

"Using Authentication" 
on page 18 

Save System Log 
File 

Activate the check box if you want to save the system log to a file. This file contains all 
information displayed on the System Log tab. The file name and folder is defined by the System 
Log File Location. 

  

7.3  Services 

The services described in this chapter need to be run in the background for a proper operation of the Connect 
system. The column If stopped in the following tables lists typical problems related to stopped services, for an 
easier identification of what causes the problem. 
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Windows services 

Depending on your system configuration, the Windows services need to be run on different computers in your 
system, see the column Connector in the following tables. For example, the GMG FlowConnect Service must 
be run on the same computer as GMG FlowConnect, whereas the Sentinel RMS License Manager service must 
be run on the same computer as GMG ConnectServer. 

If a Windows service has been stopped for any reason, you can manually restart it in the Windows operating 
system. 

Service Description Connector If stopped 

GMG FlowConnect 
Service  

Uploads data to and downloads data from GMG ConnectServer. GMG 
FlowConnect 

Error when starting GMG 
FlowConnect. Other 
Connectors can still connect to 
GMG ConnectServer. 

GMG Connect 
Service  

Runs the GMG ConnectServer and connects all Connectors in the 
system. 

GMG 
ConnectServer 

General server error, 
Connectors cannot connect to 
GMG ConnectServer. 

Sentinel RMS License 
Manager  

Provider of the service: SafeNet, Inc. Manages and validates 
program licenses. Required for running GMG Connect 
components. As other programs (from other providers than 
GMG) might also use Sentinel RMS License Manager service, it is 
not recommended to manually stop the service. 

GMG 
ConnectServer 

General license error, no 
license found. 

How to manually restart a Windows service 

The process and user interface might be slightly different under different operating systems. For further 
information, please refer to the Windows documentation provided by Microsoft. 

1. In the Windows operating system, open the Services window. 

2. Select the service you want to restart, for example, GMG FlowConnect Service. 

3. Click Start the service. 

 

GMG services 

You can restart or stop GMG services from the corresponding GMG application, for example, the CP04 
Connector Service from GMG CP04 Connector and the CP05 Connector Service from ColorProof 05. For 
further information, see the documentation provided for the application. 

Service Description Connector If stopped 

CP04 
Connector 
Service  

Uploads data to and downloads data 
from ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

ColorServer/InkOptimizer FlowConnect cannot deliver jobs to 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer. FlowConnect can still 
connect to GMG ConnectServer. 

CP05 
Connector 
Service  

Uploads data to and downloads data 
from ColorProof 05. 

ColorProof 05 FlowConnect cannot deliver jobs to ColorProof 05. 
FlowConnect can still connect to GMG ConnectServer. 
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8.  CP04 Connector Program Overview 
GMG CP04 Connector is the interface between GMG ConnectServer and GMG 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer/ColorProof 04. It can be used to upload Connect templates of the following types:  

 ColorServer 4.6 for PDF  

 ColorServer for Images  

 ColorProof 04  

GMG ColorServer/InkOptimizer or GMG ColorProof 04 needs to be run on the same computer as GMG CP04 
Connector. The GMG CP04 Connector service is started automatically in the background when the 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer application is started by the user. If the GMG CP04 Connector application is started 
before ColorServer/InkOptimizer, it will remain inactive until ColorServer/InkOptimizer has been started. 

 
Fig. 11 Main program window. 

The main GMG CP04 Connector window is divided into the two main views Templates and System view. You 
can switch from one view to another by clicking the appropriate button on the navigation panel (1) on the left 
side of the main program window. 
On the toolbar (2), you can click the Start button  to start the GMG CP04 Connector service. The left side of 
the window shows the hotfolder configuration of the running ColorServer/InkOptimizer instance (on the same 
computer). 
The right side shows the templates readily available on GMG ConnectServer. 
 You can select a hotfolder from the left side. Upload the selected hotfolder from your computer to GMG 
ConnectServer by clicking the Upload button right in the middle between the two sides of the window. After 
the upload, the hotfolder will appear, now as a GMG Connect template, on the right side of the window. 
You can manage (and delete) templates in the separate program GMG ConnectManager. 

8.1  CP04 Connector Program Overview 

GMG CP04 Connector is the interface between GMG ConnectServer and GMG 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer/ColorProof 04. It can be used to upload Connect templates of the following types:  

 ColorServer 4.6 for PDF  

 ColorServer for Images  

 ColorProof 04  

GMG ColorServer/InkOptimizer or GMG ColorProof 04 needs to be run on the same computer as GMG CP04 
Connector. The GMG CP04 Connector service is started automatically in the background when the 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer application is started by the user. If the GMG CP04 Connector application is started 
before ColorServer/InkOptimizer, it will remain inactive until ColorServer/InkOptimizer has been started. 
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Fig. 12 Main program window. 

The main GMG CP04 Connector window is divided into the two main views Templates and System view. You 
can switch from one view to another by clicking the appropriate button on the navigation panel (1) on the left 
side of the main program window. 
On the toolbar (2), you can click the Start button  to start the GMG CP04 Connector service. The left side of 
the window shows the hotfolder configuration of the running ColorServer/InkOptimizer instance (on the same 
computer). 
The right side shows the templates readily available on GMG ConnectServer. 
 You can select a hotfolder from the left side. Upload the selected hotfolder from your computer to GMG 
ConnectServer by clicking the Upload button right in the middle between the two sides of the window. After 
the upload, the hotfolder will appear, now as a GMG Connect template, on the right side of the window. 
You can manage (and delete) templates in the separate program GMG ConnectManager. 

8.2  Connecting GMG CP04 Connector to GMG ConnectServer 

Note:  Make sure the computer on which GMG ConnectServer is installed and the Windows service GMG 
Connect Service are running. 

Note:  Changes to the server connection settings will require a restart of the CP04 Connector Service. 

How to connect GMG CP04 Connector to GMG ConnectServer 

1. Start the GMG CP04 Connector application from the Windows Quick Launch Bar (right mouse click > 
Properties). 

2. On the navigation panel on the left, click System. 

3. Under Network Settings, enter the IP address of the computer on which GMG ConnectServer is installed 
as the Server Address and enter the Server Port. 
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4. Click Apply to confirm the settings. 
A message box will inform you that CP04 Connector Service will be restarted. 

8.3  Creating Connect Templates from ColorServer/InkOptimizer Hotfolders 

ColorServer/InkOptimizer hotfolders can be uploaded as GMG Connect templates to create jobs from job 
tickets in GMG FlowConnect. Similar to a hotfolder, a GMG Connect template holds all parameters to process a 
job including color management rules, printer, print medium, label information, and so on. 

 
Fig. 13 Template upload to ConnectServer. 

Hotfolders from ColorServer/InkOptimizer are uploaded as templates to GMG ConnectServer via GMG CP04 
Connector. 

About hotfolders and templates 

Technically speaking, GMG FlowConnect creates manual jobs in ColorServer/InkOptimizer. The 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer hotfolders uploaded as templates are not used for processing. The original hotfolder 
and the uploaded template are two completely separate entities. For example, you could change the hotfolder 
settings after the upload. These changes would not affect the uploaded template. 

A copy of all application data referenced in the hotfolder such as color profiles will also be uploaded to the 
server. Thus the uploaded templates are compatible with other ColorServer/InkOptimizer installations (on a 
separate computer), where the original source files might not be available. 

(PDF-to-PDF, GMG ColorServer: Jobs sent to a ColorServer/InkOptimizer instance will be shown in the job list 
of the first PDF-to-PDF or ColorServer hotfolder on the hotfolder list in ColorServer/InkOptimizer. The settings 
of this hotfolder are ignored. Therefore, at least one PDF-to-PDF hotfolder must be available in the target 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer instance for ColorServer 4.6 for PDF (PDF-to-PDF) templates and one ColorServer 
hotfolder for ColorServer for Images (ColorServer) templates.) 

Tip:  If you want to upload multiple connect templates with similar settings you can do so very easily by 
uploading a ColorServer/InkOptimizer hotfolder, modifying, renaming, and saving the same hotfolder in 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer, uploading the hotfolder again, and so on. A new template will be generated each 
time you upload the hotfolder under a new name. 

8.4  Communication between GMG CP04 Connector and GMG ConnectServer 

Hotfolders from ColorServer/InkOptimizer need to be uploaded to GMG ConnectServer only once, as a one-
time setting. 

GMG CP04 Connector must run permanently in the background serving as an interface to connect 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer via GMG ConnectServer to GMG FlowConnect. GMG CP04 Connector must run on 
the same computer as ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 

If you use multiple ColorServer/InkOptimizer instances, you need to run one instance of GMG CP04 Connector 
on each computer. 

Tip:  You can start and stop the GMG CP04 Connector directly from the Windows taskbar without opening 
the GMG CP04 Connector window. A simple closing of the window does not mean the service is stopped or 
terminated. 
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8.5  Uploading ColorServer/InkOptimizer Hotfolders as Templates to ConnectServer 

For further information on how to create or import PDF-to-PDF hotfolders in ColorServer/InkOptimizer, please 
see the separate PDF-to-PDF help or manual. 

How to upload a hotfolder from ColorServer/InkOptimizer to GMG ConnectServer 

1. Start ColorServer/InkOptimizer from the Windows Start Menu. 

2. Start GMG CP04 Connector from the Windows Start Menu. 
The GMG CP04 Connector service is started in the background. The GMG ColorProof Connector icon 
appears in the notification area of the Windows taskbar. 

3. Double-click the icon in the taskbar to start the program or right-click the icon selecting Properties from 
the context menu. 
The GMG CP04 Connector main window opens. 

4. Your current ColorServer/InkOptimizer hotfolder configuration is immediately scanned. All hotfolder 
names and types are listed on the left side of the main window. For example, the template type 
PDF2PDF_CS46 means that the template has been generated from a PDF-to-PDF hotfolder in ColorServer 
4.6. 

 

5. You can double-click the hotfolder to check the hotfolder parameters, for example, color profiles used by 
the hotfolder. 

 

6. Click the Upload button in the Template Properties dialog box to upload the shown hotfolder to GMG 
ConnectServer. 
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7. Alternatively, you can directly select a hotfolder from the hotfolder list on the left side of the main 
window. Upload the selected hotfolder from your computer to GMG ConnectServer by clicking the 
Upload button right in the middle between the hotfolder/template lists. 

 
After the upload, the hotfolder will appear, now as a GMG Connect template, on the template list of 
GMG ConnectServer. 

8. Again, you can double-click the template to check the template parameters, for example, default color 
profiles used by this template. As you can see, the template parameters are derived from the hotfolder 
settings. Application data file names are listed without a file path, as all files used by the hotfolder have 
been uploaded to GMG ConnectServer. 
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Fig. 14 Uploaded ColorServer hotfolder. 

The status of GMG ConnectServer can always be checked in GMG ConnectManager. On the Standards > 
Templates tabbed page, you can see the uploaded hotfolder "All to ISOcoatedv2-39L TAC330". 

To view the uploaded profile(s), click on the Profiles tab. 

 
Fig. 15 Uploaded color profiles used by uploaded hotfolder. 

All profiles used by the template are automatically uploaded to the server. For example, the screenshot shows 
all available RGB-to-CMYK separation profiles. Local copies of application data files (used by the hotfolder) are 
not used by the template. 

8.6  04 Templates 

In GMG CP04 Connector, Templates view, you can double-click the template to display the Template 
Parameters, for example, default color profiles used by this template. 
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Fig. 16 Parameters of a CP04 Template listed in GMG CP04 Connector. 

The Template Name is listed in the General group.  
In the Settings group, you will find all template parameters that will be used as default values when creating a 
FlowConnect job, but can be overwritten by the job ticket. 
Application data file names are listed without a file path, as all files used by the hotfolder have been uploaded 
to GMG ConnectServer. (The files on the server are stored in a local system folder on the computer where the 
GMG ConnectServer service is running.) 

8.7  Job Processing in ColorServer/InkOptimizer 

From  GMG ConnectServer, the job will be downloaded by GMG CP04 Connector, and finally processed by 
ColorServer/InkOptimizer (controlled by GMG CP04 Connector). 

Note:  Parameters for processing the job are defined in the GMG FlowConnect workflow, connect template 
on the GMG ConnectServer, and job ticket. ColorServer/InkOptimizer settings on the local computer are 
completely ignored. 

 
The output file is then uploaded to GMG ConnectServer, downloaded by GMG FlowConnect, and finally sent 
to the output folder specified in the workflow and job ticket. 

See also: 

• "GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer" on page 7 
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9.  ConnectManager 

9.1  Monitoring the Job Status in GMG ConnectManager 

 
Fig. 17 Checking the job status in GMG ConnectManager. 

You can monitor the status of all jobs in GMG ConnectManager, from any computer in the network. 
For example, the Processing status means the job has been downloaded successfully to the connected computer 
and is now being processed by ColorServer/InkOptimizer. 
You can click the Log button to show a detailed job log. 

See also: 

• "GMG Connect for ColorServer/InkOptimizer" on page 7 
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10.  Glossary 

3 

3D Sharpness 
GMG 3D Sharpness is an easy-to-use sharpening tool. It works resolution dependent and in multiple steps 
for producing high-quality sharpening effects. GMG 3D Sharpness is available for printing proofs in GMG 
ColorProof and for color, file, or PDF-to-PDF conversions in GMG ColorServer. If you want to have more 
control on the sharpening for printing proofs, you can use the Unsharp Mask (USM) method that is also 
used in standard image editors. 

3DAP 
(Digital Data Delivery for Australian Publications, 3DAP) Proofing standard for the magazine publishing 
industry in Australia, initiated by an industry group committee. GMG ColorProof also provides 3DAP 
profiles for color management approved by the 3DAP Committee for various printers and media. 

A 

absolute colorimetric 
In-gamut colors are preserved on the expense of out-of-gamut colors, which are clipped. In contrast to 
ICC based color management, the visual impression of the original image is maintained as best as 
possible. Contrast and detail might still be lost, depending on how different the input and output color 
spaces are and depending on the motifs of the converted images. In contrast to the relative colorimetric 
rendering intent, absolute colorimetric preserves the white point, which can cause problems when printing 
on tinted paper. This method is generally preferred when colors should not be visibly changed, for 
example, for company colors or logos. It is recommended to use this method if the input and output color 
space and paper tint are almost identical, with only small out-of-gamut areas. 

Art box  
Boundary in a PDF document. Defines the extent of the meaningful content in a page (including potential 
white space), for example, a graphical element, as intended by the document creator. The default Art Box 
is identical with the Crop Box. 

B 

black backing 
Refers to the color of the substrate, for example, the measuring table, underneath the test chart when 
measuring color values with a spectral photometer. It is recommended to use a white backing for single-
sided prints and a black backing for double-sided prints, to avoid that the back-printed side shows through 
the paper and affects the measurements. As the backing affects the color measurement, it is very important 
that an appropriate profile is used and all measurements are made with the same device and backing. 
Proofs should always be single-sided prints and all measurements should be made with white backing 
(GMG ProofPaper semimatte 250). 

Bleed box  
Boundary in a PDF document to which all page content should be clipped if the page is being output in a 
production environment. In such environments, a bleed area is desired, to accommodate physical 
limitations of cutting, folding, and trimming equipment. The default Bleed Box is identical with the Crop 
Box.   

C 

CMYK colors 
Opposite of spot colors. Generally, colors are separated into CMYK process colors for printing. Spot colors 
may be used additional to or instead of CMYK process colors for increasing the gamut of the printing 
press. 
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color management 
Color transformations are often required for printing because often the gamut of the original image does 
not match the target gamut (of the printer or printing machine). Color management is employed for 
preserving the visual perception of the original image. The device-dependent MX technology used in 
GMG products provides optimized results for a broad range of high-quality printers and media. 

color space 
Range of colors defined by the input or output device, for example, the human eye perception, a screen, 
or a printer. In mathematical color models, a certain color is represented as coordinates in a three-
dimensional (e. g. RGB) or four-dimensional (e. g. CMYK) color space. 

composite PDF 
In contrast to a preseparated PS/PDF, the PS/PDF file includes all color channels in the same page. 
Composite PS/PDF is the standard mode. 

continuous forms printing 
Printing process used by business forms presses, for production of business forms, for example, 
newsletters. A continuous roll of paper is fed through the printing press. Pages are separated and cut to 
size after they have been printed. GMG ColorProof also provides proof profiles for continuous forms 
printing according to Fogra standards for various printers and media. 

contone 
(continuous tone, CT) Virtually unlimited range of colors or shades of grays, for example, in a photograph. 
Contone printers achieve so many levels of shades that the difference between one shade and the next is 
imperceptible to the human eye. 

contone image 
Images representing a grid of pixels with individually defined color tones, without text or vector graphics 
elements. A contone image has a fixed resolution, generally defined in dots per inch (dpi). 

control strip 
Defined color patches that are printed together with the artwork for quality control purposes. Color values 
are measured with a spectral photometer and compared to reference or target values. 

Crop box 
Boundary in a PDF document specified by the contents of a page. Unlike the other boxes, the crop box 
has no defined meaning in terms of physical page geometry or intended use. It only defines where the 
page should be clipped. The default Crop Box is identical with the Media Box. 

CT/LW 
(Contone/Lineworks, CT/LW) TIFF file format from Scitex. 

CTF 
(Computer to Film, CTF) Imaging technology used in lithographic printing. An image file is output to a 
photographic film which is then used to expose a printing plate. Opposite to Computer to Plate (CTP),  
where an image file is output directly to a printing plate. 

CTP 
(Computer to Plate, CTP) Imaging technology used in modern printing processes. An image file is output 
directly to a printing plate. Opposite to Computer to Film (CTF), where an image file is output to a 
photographic film which is then used to expose a printing plate.  

current values 
Current values are the actual color values measured with a spectrophotometer. When generating an MX 
color profile, the profile is optimized until the relationship between actual color (Current Values) and 
target color (Target Values) is optimized until the deviation, specified in Delta E, is not perceptible to the 
human eye. 
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D 

DCS 
(Desktop Color Separations, DCS) EPS file format developed by Quark. Color separations of CMYK or spot 
color channels are saved in a DCS EPS. This file format is mainly used for multichannel files (with spot 
colors). 

DeviceCMYK 
Color space of the output device that is used for reproducing an image. For example, the color space of a 
monitor (in case of DeviceRGB) or a printer (in case of DeviceCMYK). This default color space applies to 
images without embedded ICC profile (which would define the target color space). 

DeviceGRAY 
Color space of the output device that is used for reproducing an image. For example, the color space of a 
monitor (in case of DeviceRGB) or a printer (in case of DeviceCMYK). This default color space applies to 
images without embedded ICC profile (which would define the target color space). 

DeviceLink 
A DeviceLink profile is specifically designed for color transformation from a defined input color space to a 
defined output color space. A DeviceLink  profile links two distinctive devices. The input color space is 
defined by the gamut of the input device, for example, a camera. The output color space is defined by the 
gamut of the output device, that is, a specific printer or press and medium. GMG MX profiles are 
DeviceLink profiles. DeviceLink color transformation generally provides a higher quality and has the 
advantage that information on the black channel is maintained during transformation. In contrast, ICC 
profiles use a device-independent intermediate color space, usually Lab, to link two device-dependent 
color spaces. See also PCS (Profile Connection Space). 

DeviceRGB 
Color space of the output device that is used for reproducing an image. For example, the color space of a 
monitor (in case of DeviceRGB) or a printer (in case of DeviceCMYK). This default color space applies to 
images without embedded ICC profile (which would define the target color space). 

E 

ECI 
(ECI European Color Initiative) The ECI was founded in June 1996 on the initiative of the publishing houses 
Bauer, Burda, Gruner+Jahr, and Springer in Hamburg. It is a group of experts with the objective to 
standardize color management, proofing, and printing. The ECI publishes reference printing conditions 
and standards for quality control used in the printing process. 

EPS 
(Encapsulated PostScript, EPS) PostScript file limited to a single page. It can contain both lineworks and 
contone images and is supported by virtually all graphics, illustration, and page-layout programs. 

F 

FOGRA 
(FOGRA Graphic Technology Research Association) Association of representatives of the printing industry 
and suppliers, with the objective to promote print engineering and its technologies in the fields of 
research, development, and application. The FOGRA publishes reference printing conditions and 
standards for quality control used in the printing process such as media wedges. 

fulcrum 
Color tones (or coordinates in the color space) that are used for measuring and defining a color profile in 
GMG ProfileEditor, or for defining a spot color profile in GMG SpotColor Editor. For spot colors, one 
fulcrum at 0% and one at 100%  is generally sufficient. 
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full gamut 
The gamut and full gamut file describe the color space a printer can print according to its technical 
specifications and the selected medium) in a  "neutral state" before calibration (full gamut) and in a 
calibrated state (gamut). Both files describe the relationship between output colors (in CMYK) and resulting 
color values (in Lab). This relationship is used when estimating current values in GMG ProfileEditor and 
GMG SmartProfiler. Full gamut and gamut files are saved in csc files. 

G 

gamut 
Subset of colors that can be accurately represented in a given color space or by a certain output device, 
for example, a printer. The term gamut is used when mapping two color spaces (gamut mapping), for 
example, when printing an RGB image. Out-of-gamut colors cannot be adequately represented by the 
target output device. The gamut and full gamut file describe the color space the printer can print according 
to its technical specifications and the selected medium) in a  "neutral state" before calibration (full 
gamut) and in a calibrated state (gamut). Both files describe the relationship between output colors (in 
CMYK) and resulting color values (in Lab). This relationship is used when estimating current values in 
GMG ProfileEditor and GMG SmartProfiler. The gamut file can also be viewed in GMG GamutViewer to 
display a 3d model of the printer gamut, for example, if you want to check whether a certain (spot) color is 
inside or outside the gamut. 

gamut mapping 
Mapping two different gamuts in color management, for example, an RGB image to CMYK, or a CMYK 
image to the gamut of a specific printer or press. In GMG software, gamut mapping is performed when 
setting up an MX4/MX5 profile in the GMG ProfileEditor. With the integrated GamutViewer, you can 
preview two different gamuts in a 2D or 3D view.  

GRACoL 
(General Requirements for Applications in Commercial Offset Lithography, GRACoL) Printing standard 
initiated by the GRACoL Committee. GMG ColorProof also provides proof profiles approved by GRACoL 
Committee for various printers and media. 

H 

HexaChrome 
HexaChrome is a registered trademark of Pantone, Inc. It stands for a six-color printing process. In addition 
to four special process colors, HexaChrome adds orange and green inks to extend the gamut. 

highlights 
Color tone giving the visual impression of a high lightness of the corresponding color channel. See also 
Midtone and Shadows. 

hotfolder 
A file folder assigned to a specific workflow, for example, for color management or printing. Each file 
physically present in a hotfolder and passing the filter settings generates a new job. Input and output 
settings, for example, a specific output folder or printer, as well as color management settings, can be 
assigned to a hotfolder. Hotfolders can also be cascaded for setting up more sophisticated workflows. 

I 

ICC profile 
International Color Consortium Profile for device-independent color management. Colors are transformed 
from the source color space into the profile connection space (PCS). From the PCS, colors are transformed 
to the target color space. The Lab color space is used as the standard PCS for ICC color management 
applications. 
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illuminant 
Reference light source. Standards are D50 (CIE standard), D65 (Adobe RGB color space), A (incandescent 
tungsten), and C (obsolete, north sky daylight). Please make sure that the illuminant specified in an 
MX4/MX5 profile or MX3 printer calibration matches with the illuminant of the spectral photometer used, 
that is, the light that is used for illuminating the color patches in color measurements. 

ISO 
(International Organization for Standardization, ISO) The ISO defines world-wide industrial and 
commercial standards, for example, for printing processes. 

J 

Job 
Processing one or multiple files together in GMG software products. Jobs can be generated manually by 
loading a file into the GMG software or automated by moving files into a hotfolder. 

JPEG 
(Joint Photographic Experts Group, JPEG) Image file format compressed by lossy JPEG compression. 

L 

Lab 
(CIELab, Lab) CIE (Commission Internationale d'Eclairage) 1976 (L*, a*, b*) three-dimensional color space 
that is considered to be perceptually linear. A change of the same amount in a color value produces a 
change of about the same visual importance to the human eye. CIELab describes colors as perceived by a 
human observer (or measured by a photometer). The L* value closely matches human perception of 
lightness, a* describes the magenta and green axis, and b* the blue and yellow axis. The gamut of the 
CIELab color space is much larger than the color space of most input and output devices, including the 
human eye. The CIELab color space has been created to serve as a device-independent reference standard. 
It is therefore often used as a profile connection space (PCS) in color management. 

lineworks 
(lineworks, LW) Vector graphics and text elements. 

LZW 
(Lempel-Ziv-Welch, LZW) Lossless compression. Higher compression rate than PackBits. Most useful for 
images with large areas of single color. 

M 

Media box  
Boundary in a PDF document specified by the page size corresponding to the physical output medium (for 
example, A4 sheet), as specified by the user under Page Size. If the page size is not changed, the Media 
Box is identical with the original size of the page or image file. 

media size 
Width and height of printer medium, generally paper size. For paper rolls, only the width is defined. 

medium 
Printers and printing machines print on different media or printing substrates, generally different paper 
types, but also, for example, flexible foils (GMG ProofFilm) for flexographic applications. GMG provides 
high-quality media for a broad range of proofing applications. 

midtone 
Color tone giving the visual impression of a middle lightness of the corresponding color channel. See also 
Highlights and Shadows. 
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multicolor file 
Image file that includes a separate channel for each color, including spot color channels. 

multicolor printing 
In multi color printing, spot colors are used additional to or instead of standard CMYK process colors, 
resulting in a larger (or different) gamut of the printing machine. 

MX3 
MX3 printer calibrations are used in combination with color management profiles (either MX or ICC 
based) to ensure a stable and reproducible print output independent from normal printer deviations, for 
example, caused by environment parameters such as temperature or humidity. A single MX3 calibration is 
sufficient for each printer, independent of the number of profiles used. The printer calibration should be 
checked on a regular basis. 

MX4 
MX4 profiles are used for color management in GMG software. MX4 profiles are provided by GMG and 
can also be set up by the user in GMG ProfileEditor. See also proof profiles, conversion profiles, 
separation, reseparation, CMYK conversion, and RGB-to-RGB conversion. 

O 

observer angle 
Colors have a different visual appearance depending on whether they are viewed from a smaller or wider 
angle (reflecting the viewing distance). Therefore, spectral photometers take the observer angle specified 
by the user into account when computing Lab color values from color measurements. In the graphic 
industry, the 2 degrees angle (used for viewing small areas from a short distance) is standard. Please make 
sure that the observer angle specified in an MX4/MX5 profile or MX3 printer calibration matches with the 
settings of the spectral photometer used. 

out-of-gamut 
Out-of-gamut colors cannot be adequately represented by the target output device, i. e. they are out of the 
gamut of the output device. 

Output Intent 
Describes the characterized printing condition for an image or PDF file, that is, the print result of an image 
on a specific target medium and from a specific target printing press. The output intent of an image is 
generally defined by an embedded ICC profile. PDF/X files include either the named output intent or an 
embedded ICC profile. Output intent ICC profiles can also be used for soft-proofing. You can create an 
output intent ICC profile from the gamut (of the target printer or press and target medium) that is linked to 
an MX4 file in GMG ProfileEditor. 

over-inking 
Application of too much ink on the paper by exceeding the Total Area Coverage. Bending paper and 
running ink may result from over-inking.  

overprint 
An overprinting object is printed on top of the underlying object. The top and bottom objects will be 
blended, resulting in a mixed color tone. Overprint is generally used for small dark elements such as text. 
It avoids visible white gaps that can occur if plates are not exactly aligned in the printing machine. Even if 
overprinting objects are opaque (that is, no transparencies are involved), a different interpretation of 
overprinting objects by different devices could cause visible problems in the print output. In contrast, a 
non-overprinting object is printed directly onto the medium (knocks out underlying objects). The 
underlying object will only be printed where it is not overlapping with the top object. 

P 

PackBits 
Lossless compression that uses a run-length compression scheme. Lower compression rate than LZW. 
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paper tint 
Mixture of a color with white. The Lab value that results from printing pure White on a given medium. 
Paper tint refers to the impact of the medium color on the appearance of printed color tones. 

patch 
Color patch with an individual color tone on a test chart. 

PCS 
(Profile Connection Space, PCS) Device-independent reference color space that is used as an interface 
between different input and output devices. ICC Color management is based on a transformation to the 
PCS (generally Lab color space) first and then to the color space of the target device; colors are calculated 
based on the profile for the respective input or output device. A relationship between two devices is 
defined by the relationships of the two devices to the PCS. This way, a direct relationship between the two 
devices does not need to be known or defined. The higher variability often comes at the price of quality 
loss. 

PDF 
(Portable Document Format, PDF) Device-independent and display resolution-independent fixed-layout 
document format created by Adobe Systems, in 1993, for document exchange. It can include text, fonts, 
vector and raster graphics. PDF/X-1a and PDF/X-3 are ISO standards for PDF files. 

perceptual 
Default gamut mapping settings, highly suitable for a broad range of color spaces and images. The 
complete color range will be redistributed to match the target color space. Central colors are remapped 
more precisely, i. e. changed less, than colors at the edges of the gamut. Similar to Relative Colorimetric 
with Black Point Compensation, but with accurate hue, higher saturation, and more detail. In contrast to 
absolute and relative colorimetric, which both clip out-of-gamut colors, the full dynamic range of the 
output color space can be used. It is recommended to use this method for most profiles. 

pixel image 
Images representing a grid of pixels with individually defined color tones, without text or vector graphics 
elements. A contone image has a fixed resolution, generally defined in dots per inch (dpi). 

PostScript 
(PostScript, PS) Page description language and programming language used primarily in the electronic and 
desktop publishing areas. EPS are file formats based on PostScript. 

preseparated PDF 
In contrast to composite PS/PDF, a preseparated PS/PDF file includes separated color channels. That 
means, for each page in the document, one page is created per color channel, which contains only the 
information for a single color channel. All separated images are saved in the same PS/PDF file. For 
example, a standard 1-page CMYK document would result in a 4-page PDF, with one page for the C 
channel, one page for the M channel, and so on. Preseparated PS/PDF files are rarely used nowadays. 

primary colors 
Any color tone in a color space can be made up by "mixing" the primary colors of this color space or by 
printing screens of primary colors over each other. For example, the color space of a printer is based on 
the CMYK inks used, which represent the primary colors for the printer's color space. 

printing substrate 
Printers and printing machines print on different media or printing substrates, generally different paper 
types, but also, for example, flexible foils (GMG ProofFilm) for flexographic applications. GMG provides 
high-quality media for a broad range of proofing applications. 

process colors 
Opposite of spot colors. Generally, colors are separated into CMYK process colors for printing. Spot colors 
may be used additional to or instead of CMYK process colors for increasing the gamut of the printing 
press. 
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PSR 
(Process Standard Rotogravure, PSR) The Reference Color Space Gravure standard for publication gravure 
printing, as initiated by the European Color Initiative (ECI). GMG ColorProof also provides proof profiles 
for PSR approved by ECI for various printers and media. 

R 

relative colorimetric 
As with Absolute Colorimetric, out-of-gamut colors are clipped, while maintaining the visual impression of 
the original image as best as possible. Contrast and detail might still be lost.  In contrast to the absolute 
colorimetric rendering intent, relative colorimetric aligns the white point to the target color space, leading 
to a color compensation when printing on tinted paper. As a result, all in-gamut colors are modified with 
respective to the new white point. Same usage as Absolute Colorimetric, but for tinted print media. 

rendering intent 
Method for transformation of an image from one color space to another. GMG software can use 
embedded or user-specified rendering intents (according to ICC specifications) for ICC based color 
management. 

S 

saturation 
Rendering intent. The complete color range is compressed, i. e. redistributed, to match the target color 
space. Attempts to maintain fully saturated colors, that is, transforms saturated colors in the original color 
space to saturated colors in the target color space. Usually used for computer graphics with distinct 
saturated colors. Generally not used for photographs, as colors may appear unrealistic and extreme. 

self-backing 
The same medium that is used for printing a test chart is used as the substrate underneath the test chart 
when measuring color values with a spectral photometer. As the backing affects the color measurement, it 
is very important that an appropriate profile is used and all measurements are made with the same device 
and backing. Proofs should always be single-sided prints and all measurements should be made with 
white backing (GMG ProofPaper semimatte 250). 

shadows 
Color tone giving the visual impression of a low lightness of the corresponding color channel. See also 
Midtone and Highlights. 

soft proof 
A color accurate preview of an image on a computer monitor instead of a printed proof. A soft proof is 
used especially for checking how its colors will look when reproduced on a specific output device. 
Generally, color profiles are used for color transformation to match the visual appearance of the printed 
output. Please note that an appropriate interpretation of the colors is only possible if the monitor is 
calibrated and an appropriate monitor profile is used. Additionally, the monitor gamut needs to cover the 
whole target color space, which is not always the case when simulating spot colors. 

soft-proof 
Previewing an image on a computer monitor instead of a printed proof. See Soft proof. 

spot color 
This term is generally used as opposite of standard process colors. A spot color is printed by using its own 
ink "as is", without separating the color into standard CMYK process colors. Spot colors are used for 
extending the gamut of a printing machine. In multi-color printing, spot colors are used additional to or 
instead of standard CMYK process colors, resulting in a larger (or different) gamut. 

SWOP 
(Specifications Web Offset Publications, SWOP) Printing standard for web offset printing in the United 
States initiated by an industry group committee, updated now by IDEAlliance Inc. GMG ColorProof also 
provides proof profiles approved by the SWOP committee for various printers and media. 
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T 

TAC 
(Total Area Coverage, TAC) Maximum amount of ink that is applied to a medium for reproducing the 
target color (in the darkest shadow area). The four primary colors CMYK (in percent) are summed up to 
compute this value. The TAC depends on the printing process and medium used. For example, a total ink 
application of 350 % can be achieved on glossy paper. For comparison, the total ink application on 
newspaper is only 270 %. If the TAC is exceeded, the ink spreads, resulting in dot gain and unsharpness. 

target values 
Target values are the color values, generally specified in Lab, that are expected when printing a certain 
CMYK value under a certain printing condition. The goal of a high-quality color profile is to match the 
target values as close as possible. When generating an MX profile, the profile is optimized until the 
relationship between actual color (Current Values) and target color (Target Values) is optimized until the 
deviation, specified in Delta E, is not perceptible to the human eye. 

TIFF/IT 
(Tagged Image File Format / Image Technology, TIFF/IT) Raster graphics file format for CMYK color model, 
without spot colors (P1 standard) or with spot colors (P2 standard). 

TIFF/IT CT/LW 
Media-independent multi-file image format based on TIFF. It defines image file formats for encoding 
contone images (CT), lineworks (LW), high-resolution contone images (HC), monochrome contone images 
(MP), binary picture images (BP), binary lineworks (BL), screened data (SD), and images of composite final 
pages (FP). The FP file defines the separate image layers (of types CT, LW, etc.) to be combined to create 
the final printed image. 

Total Area Coverage 
(Total Area Coverage, TAC) Maximum amount of ink that is applied to a medium for reproducing the 
target color (in the darkest shadow area). The four primary colors CMYK (in percent) are summed up to 
compute this value. The TAC depends on the printing process and medium used. For example, a total ink 
application of 350 % can be achieved on glossy paper. For comparison, the total ink application on 
newspaper is only 270 %. If the TAC is exceeded, the ink spreads, resulting in dot gain and unsharpness. 

Trim box  
Boundary in a PDF document. Defines the intended final size of the printed page after trimming. The Trim 
Box may be smaller than the Media Box if the page includes additional production-related information, 
such as printing instructions, cut marks, or control strips. The default Trim Box is identical with the Crop 
Box. 

U 

UV cut filter 
Cuts off Ultraviolet (UV) frequencies from light. UV light affects color measurements made with spectral 
photometers. Therefore, spectral photometers can have integrated UV cut filters that may achieve more 
reproducible results in the visible color space. GMG software is capable of working with UV and non-UV 
measuring devices. However, because use of filters will result in different measured values, it is very 
important that an appropriate profile is used and all measurements are made with the same device and 
filter settings. 

V 

vector graphics 
Vector graphics are made up of mathematically defined lines and curves called vectors or Bézier curves. 
Vector graphic elements are resolution-independent. You can move, resize, or change the color of a 
vector graphics element without quality loss. Vector graphics need to be rasterized by a RIP before they 
can be processed by an output device, for example, a printer. 
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W 

white backing  
Refers to the color of the substrate, for example, the measuring table, underneath the test chart when 
measuring color values with a spectral photometer. It is recommended to use a white backing for single-
sided prints and a black backing for double-sided prints, to avoid that the back-printed side shows through 
the paper and affects the measurements. As the backing affects the color measurement, it is very important 
that an appropriate profile is used and all measurements are made with the same device and backing. 
Proofs should always be single-sided prints and all measurements should be made with white backing 
(GMG ProofPaper semimatte 250). 

white point 
Color value of a white object viewed under a standard illuminant and viewed by a specified observer. The 
color value needed for representing pure white in an image. The white point depends on the printer gamut 
and medium. 
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